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Sensor Analytics Point Solutions (SNAPS) for 1 

Detection and Decision Support Systems (DSS) 2 
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Abstract: We discuss the role of sensor analytics point solutions (SNAPS), a reduced complexity 21 
machine-assisted decision support (MADS) tool. We summarize the approaches used for mobile 22 
phone-based chemical/biological sensors, including general hardware and software requirements 23 
for signal transduction and acquisition. We introduce SNAPS, part of a platform approach to 24 
converge sensor data and analytics. The platform consists of a portfolio of modular tools which 25 
may lend itself to dynamic composability by enabling context-specific selection of relevant units, 26 
resulting in user-guided, context-specific, case-based working modules. SNAPS is an element of 27 
this variant configuration mechanism, where, depending on need, data analytics, statistical 28 
characterization and algorithms may be delivered to the data via embedded systems in devices, or 29 
sourced, in near real-time, from mist, fog or cloud computing resources. Convergence of the 30 
physical systems with the cyber components paves the path for SNAPS to progress to higher 31 
levels of artificial reasoning tools (ART) and emerge as data-informed decision support as a 32 
service (DIDA’S). Proof of concept examples of SNAPS are demonstrated for quantitative and 33 
qualitative data, each operated using a mobile device (smartphone/tablet) for data acquisition and 34 
analysis. We discuss the challenges and opportunities for SNAPS, centered around the value to 35 
end-users as a key performance indicator (KPI), for generic machine-assisted tools (MAT).  36 

Keywords: sensor; smart systems; data analytics; cyber-physical systems; artificial reasoning tools; 37 
ART; drag and drop analytics; DADA; sensor-analytics packages; SNAP; machine-assisted tools; 38 
MAT; machine-assisted platform; MAP; knowledge graphs; trans-disciplinary convergence; 39 
machine-assisted decision support; MADS   40 
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 42 
Figure 0. SeNsor-Analytics Point Solutions (SNAPS) represents a confluence of ideas, 43
including chemical/biological sensing, mobile devices, and connectivity, cyber-physical 44 
systems, and data analysis for decision support. One intent is to deliver actionable 45 
information through contextually relevant applications using combinations of machine-46 
assisted tools (MAT) and machine-assisted platforms (MAP). 47 

 48 

1. Overview 49 

We review select systems and sensor-analytics point solutions (SNAPS), which illustrates a 50 
confluence of ideas, including chemical/biological sensing, mobile devices, connectivity and cyber-51 
physical systems (CPS), which may be combined with artificial reasoning tools (ART) and data-52 
informed decision support (DIDA’S) systems. We provide an overview of signal transduction and 53 
engineering related to the recognition-transduction-acquisition triad, followed by a discussion of 54 
hardware and software elements for SNAPS. A summary of recent development of SNAPS may 55 
indicate short-term pragmatic opportunities sufficient to provide Pareto solutions (effective for 56 
80% of the cases). We close by pointing out a few of the challenges, including the importance of 57 
making sense of data and how to deliver information on demand from data to end-users, before 58 
the quality of service (QoS) perishes, in the context of actionable information which may possess 59 
transactional value.  60 

 61 
 62 
 63 
 64 
 65 
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2. Sensor Engineering 66 

Chemosensing, biosensing, nanosensing may converge with partial autonomy 67 

A plethora of literature reviews describe the historical context [1], recent advances [2][3][4], 68 
and futuristic ideas [5][6][7] related to development and application of chemosensors, biosensors, 69 
and nanosensors [8][9]. These diagnostic tools have important applications across medical, 70 
agricultural, and environmental domains. The sensor working mechanism established by the 71 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry in the 1990’s serves as the design template. 72 
The receptor coating on the sensor selectively binds target, a transduction event produces 73 
measurable signal, the signal is acquired using specialty equipment. This sensing process, based on 74 
the RTA triad, has been enhanced through the use of nanomaterials that improve detection limit, 75 
speed and/or reversibility [10][11]. In addition, biomaterials are used to improve selectivity, 76 
bandwidth, or facilitate actuation [12][13][14 ].  77 

 78 
The primary application space for sensors/biosensors has been the analysis of unique targets 79 

using relatively low cost, rapid detection platforms [15], including small molecules, viruses and 80 
cells (amongst other targets). Recent works have focused on enhancing the mobility of sensors for 81 
rapid on-site applications [16] by limiting the requirement for equipment or post hoc methods that 82 
depend on formal labs. Most portable/handheld sensor efforts do not view chemo/bio/nanosensors 83 
as a direct competitor for standard analytical laboratory diagnostics, but rather as a parallel tool to 84 
trigger new questions or additional sampling to improve resolution and preserve data quality. 85 
Attempting to use a handheld sensor to produce the accuracy and precision that is commonplace 86 
in laboratory-based analytical techniques is in most cases a fool’s errand, and a cost prohibitive 87 
over-promise. What is realistic, on the other hand, is the development of low cost, light weight, 88 
rapid diagnostic tools that can provide point solutions to match the specific context of the question 89 
(the “low hanging fruit” from the tree of complex problems). Mobility of customized/personalized 90 
sensors in an open-access format may prove to demystify the complexity of certain intractable 91 
problems, raising the tide of knowledge, while providing service to communities in need and 92 
enabling science to serve society (the masses, at large). 93 

 94 
Mobile phone-based data acquisition systems are primary catalysts for mobility [17]. Smart 95 

phone systems are available for optical transduction techniques such as fluorescence [18] and 96 
surface plasmon resonance [19], in addition to electrochemical transduction techniques such as 97 
voltammetry [20] and impedance spectroscopy [21]. While analytical capabilities have grown 98 
exponentially in the last decade due to the rapid diffusion of tools such as machine learning 99 
[22][23][24], there are only a few examples of mobile phone-based data analysis tools in the 100 
literature [25] as most data analysis occurs on remote computers and not on mobile devices at the 101 
point of contact. To maintain the integrity of end-user needs and ensure quality of service, mobile 102 
phone-based sensors may be connected to remote analytics. Here, we introduce SeNsor-Analytics 103 
Point Solutions (SNAPS), part of a platform approach for transforming sensor data into actionable 104 
information using the mobile phone for data acquisition and performing near real-time, on-site, 105 
edge analytics (Fig 1).  106 
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 107 
Figure 1. Sensor-Analytics Point Solutions (SNAPS) optimizes synergistic systems 108 
integration and connectivity between chemical/biological sensing with cyber-physical 109 
systems. A) Classical “lock and key” metaphor for sensor/biosensor part of the physical 110 
system in CPS. B) Sensor signal transduction (physical/chemical/biological component) 111 
and transmission to a mobile device coupled with in-network processing and on-site 112 
edge analytics (cyber component in CPS).  113 

The RTA triad is governed by material choice 114 

The affinity of the receptor for the target is the limiting factor for sensor function, and the 115 
importance of this first step in the RTA triad cannot be over-emphasized. Given that binding 116 
affinity and selectivity are the architects of the RTA triad, transduction is the platform for 117 
innovation. Intuitively, material choice dictates classification of device as either a sensor (use of 118 
abiotic materials), biosensor (biological or biomimetic materials), nanosensor (nanomaterials), or 119 
nanobiosensor (hybrid nano/biomaterials).  120 

 121 
In addition to dictating these commonplace definitions, sensor material choice dictates critical 122 

factors such as performance, cost and quality of service (QoS). In its basic form, transduction is 123 
defined as a change in energy state, and there are two major classes of transduction that generates 124 
quantitative versus qualitative data, namely inherent and engineered transduction, respectively.  125 

 126 
Engineered transduction involves specific binding between target and receptor but does not 127 

generate a measurable product without an extra “engineered” step. The thermodynamics of the 128 
system do not lead to favorable production of an active compound which can be directly quantified 129 
using acquisition equipment. An extra step is required such as addition of exogenous reagent(s) 130 
such as a label, or immobilization of a supporting material in close proximity to the recognition 131 
structure that results in a cascade which generates a measurable by-product. The most common 132 
example of engineered transduction is a lateral flow assay involving at least one binding protein 133 
(such as an antibody) (Fig 2A). This recognition structure is co-immobilized with a secondary 134 
structure that, upon binding of the target, undergoes a specific reaction and leads to a visible color 135 
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change [26]. In this type of transduction, the bonds between the target and recognition structure 136 
are typically intact after the signal is acquired, leading to a significant amount of hysteresis (i.e., 137 
covalent antibody-epitope bonds). Due to the hysteric binding between target and receptor, 138 
devices based on engineered transduction are typically not reusable as attempts to recover the 139 
native binding chemistry of the receptor are uncommon. However, the latter may change and re-140 
usability may gain prominence if we can better appreciate the potential for engineering allosteric 141 
triggers in the recognition mechanism [27][28]. At present, semi-quantitative data can be obtained 142 
using engineered transduction approaches, if a sensor array is developed. The hysteric molecular 143 
interactions restrict the data from being truly quantitative. Beyond color change, there are a host of 144 
other transduction mechanisms that are not addressed in this paper (electrochemical, magnetic, 145 
plasmonic, etc). 146 

 147 
Sensors which autonomously produce quantitative data are classified as inherent 148 

transduction. For example, an enzyme-ligand interaction is shown in Fig 2B. In this type of 149 
transduction, binding of the target by the receptor leads to the production of a measurable by-150 
product with little or no hysteresis. No additional engineering is needed to obtain useful signal 151 
correlated to the binding event, as the thermodynamics of the system indicate that the presence of 152 
the target alone is the rate limiting step for energy state change. The formation of the product can 153 
be directly correlated to the presence of a specific amount of target, with the causality of product 154 
formation well described by system stoichiometry and thermodynamics. The most common 155 
example of inherent transduction is the glucose biosensor for blood analysis. Glucose and oxygen, 156 
present in blood, serve as activators of the enzyme catalyzed oxidation due to the enzyme GOx, 157 
glucose-1-oxidase (beta-D-glucose:oxygen-1- oxidoreductase, EC 1.1.3.4). In this reaction, the 158 
oxidation of glucose on the sensor surface results in the production of electrons, which are 159 
measured using oxidative amperometry [29]. One major advantage of inherent transduction is that 160 
the bonds between the target and receptor are typically destabilized during the transduction, 161 
leading to diffusion of reaction by-products away from the binding site after formation. Reducing 162 
sensor hysteresis facilitates development of reusable sensor chemistry, allowing continuous or in 163 
line sensing. 164 

 165 
Whether the recognition involves a biomaterial, abiotic, or nanophase material, in most cases 166 

multiple chemical bonds occur between the target and the receptor material, and the strength of 167 
these bonds governs the specificity, limit of detection (LoD), response time, and hysteresis of the 168 
sensor. Mismatch of between material choice and intended application results in loss of quality of 169 
service, and in some cases a complete lack of technology acceptance. Assays and sophisticated post 170 
hoc analysis techniques can resolve some of this mismatch, within limits. To preserve and elevate 171 
the quality of the outcome, selection of appropriate material(s) should be paired with optimized 172 
sensing protocols and analytical techniques, discussed in the following section.  173 
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 174 

Figure 2. Development of chemical/biological sensor systems is based on either A) 175 
Engineered transduction, where a cascade of reactions must be developed for obtaining 176 
the signal that is specific to the interaction/recognition step, or B) Inherent transduction, 177
where activation energy is supplied by target and ambient environment. Structure of 178 
protein in panel B courtesy of Mosbah et al [30]. 179 

3. Sensor-Analytics Point Solutions (SNAPS) 180 

Overview 181 

SNAPS consist of a biological/chemical/physical sensor directly interfaced with an analytical 182 
tool. The green box in Fig 3A summarizes the RTA triad and displays a choice between the two 183 
types of transduction discussed in the previous section. Once a receptor material is selected and the 184 
appropriate transduction scheme is engineered, the process is coupled with acquisition equipment 185 
to obtain signal (data). The blue box in Fig 3B shows the post hoc data analysis phase of SNAPS, 186 
which aims to extract actionable information from sensor data. Contrary to the standard used in 187 
sensor design, the analysis phase is less standardized, primarily due to lack of platform(s) for data 188 
diagnostics, data quality, context, problem space, and query semantics [31]. As an example of a 189 
common framework, Marr’s framework is shown, which is a learning principle grounded in 190 
Bayesian inference. Marr’s analysis process flow has three interconnected steps: a computational 191 
stage, an algorithmic or heuristic step, and an implementation step [32]. Analogous to the two 192 
types of transduction previously discussed, the choice of a heuristic or algorithmic approach 193 
should be directly linked to the problem context for maintaining quality of service. The 194 
implementation step deconvolutes processed data using a relevance filter for producing 195 
information. 196 

 197 
In advanced SNAPS, the analysis phase may have an optional feedback control loop with the 198 

sensor transduction step, which may be referred to as Smart SNAPS. For example, the temperature, 199 
pH, electrical potential, or light intensity can be modulated to influence the sensor transduction 200 
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step based on information obtained from the data analysis phase. Active control of any phase in 201 
the RTA triad qualifies as a Smart SNAPS, but interfacing with the transduction step is the most 202 
logical route for adding value. 203 

 204 
In SNAPS, acquisition and analytical processing occurs at the edge by deploying a mobile 205 

platform of tools using a smartphone or a tablet, or other similar devices as mobile hosts. The next 206 
section demonstrates examples of these hardware and software tools in the current literature. 207 

 208 

Figure 3. SNAPS attempts to transform data into information based on convergence of 209 
two distinct areas, namely sensing and analytics. The framework for these two areas is 210 
described by: A) standard sensor development guided by RTA logic, and B) data analysis 211 
using the usual tools (computational, algorithmic, statistical). Smart control can be 212 
achieved when data from the analysis step actively controls (auto-actuates) at least one 213 
process within the RTA sensor triad. 214 

SNAPS Hardware and Software 215 

Fig 4 shows an example of the hardware and materials used for the development of SNAPS. 216 
The example of engineered transduction (top of Fig 4) demonstrates engineered transduction for 217 
diagnosis of tuberculosis (TB) via detection of acid-fast bacilli in sputum samples. Biorecognition 218 
is grounded in principles of glycobiology, where target cells are labeled by glycan-coated magnetic 219 
nanoparticles (GMNP) [33][34]. In this example, a neodymium magnet is used to separate the 220 
particle-cell aggregates to facilitate rapid determination of acid-fastness and cording properties of 221 
captured mycobacteria. The TB test also employs Gram staining to provide visual confirmation. 222 
Smartphone based optical systems [35] or complex microfluidic systems [36] may be used for on-223 
site image analysis, and image processing algorithms [37][38][39][40], may be used for improving 224 
accuracy and providing decision support. 225 

 226 
In another example (bottom of Fig 4), inherent transduction is demonstrated for approaches 227 

such as the graphene oxide-biogenic amine nanobiosensor recently developed by Vanegas et al 228 
[41]. In this example, an enzymatic biosensor was developed based on diamine oxidase, which was 229 
tethered to a laser scribed graphene (LSG) electrode decorated with nano-copper. Upon 230 
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recognition of the target ligand within the enzyme binding pocket, oxidation is carried out to 231 
produce hydrogen peroxide as a by-product. The peroxide is deprotonated under an operating 232 
potential of +500mV to produce electrons, measured using oxidative amperometry. Inherent 233 
transduction uses materials such as oxidase which contain both active binding site(s) for 234 
recognition and catalytic reaction site(s) for transduction, with the pockets remaining intact after 235 
reaction (limiting hysteresis). Signal acquisition utilizes a handheld potentiostat connected to a 236 
mobile phone such as the ABE-STAT tool [21]. The support vector machine (SVM) learning 237 
(SVML) classification system [25] may be also applied using the same mobile phone via the Jupyter 238 
notebook open source portfolio of machine learning tools. There are a myriad of other approaches 239 
for optical smartphone sensing [19][42][43] as well as electrochemical sensing [20][44]. 240 

 241 

 242 

Figure 4. Examples of hardware/materials that may be used for SNAPS for engineered 243 
transduction (top) and inherent transduction (bottom). These select examples 244 
demonstrate the convergence of chemical/biological sensors with cyber-physical systems 245 
for delivering computational capabilities and algorithms to sensor data (rather than 246 
sending the data for analytics, in this paradigm the analytical tools are sent to the data at 247 
the edge, on a mobile device). A) Bacteria-specific magnetic nanoparticles provide dual 248 
functions of labeling and enhancing aggregation in detection of target cells. B) Cyber-249 
physical tools for engineered transduction may include smartphone-based microscopes 250 
for cell imaging, the images are processed by embedded algorithms and the outcome 251 
“informs” the decision support system. C) Oxidase-based biosensors enable inherent 252 
transduction, limiting hysteresis and enabling reusability. D) Handheld potentiostats 253 
may be used to acquire electrochemical sensor signals, and embedded or cloud-based 254 
remote analytics such as SVML [25] may be used to provide analysis and decision 255 
support. Photograph of glycan-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles courtesy of Bhusal 256 
et al [33]. Crystal structure of diamine oxidase courtesy of McGrath et al [45]. 257 
Fluorescent smartphone sensor platform courtesy of Wei et al [35]. Image of colorimetric 258 
E. coli test and machine learning knowledge graph from Gunda et al [40]. 259 
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It is obvious that sensor data, and thus the hardware to collect the data, are core competencies 260 
required to fuel SNAPS or any equivalent tool in the portfolio of machine-assisted tools (MAT). 261 
Without data, subsequent progress from SNAPS to higher order decision support may be 262 
impossible. A wide range of commercial and custom software are available for cloud-based 263 
analytics [46][47][48]. Drag and drop analytics [49][50][51][52][53][54] is one such tool of 264 
growing interest. One example of a drag and drop analytic software is the tool developed for 265 
quantifying uncertainty in data exploration, or QUDE. QUDE automatically quantifies the 266 
different types of uncertainty/errors within data exploration pipelines [55]. The automation feature 267 
in this tool is based on the following workflow: data extraction, data integration, data processing, 268 
exploratory queries, machine learning, and finally interpretation. QUDE is not intended to 269 
represent a solution agnostic of all problems, but rather demonstrates an approach that may serve 270 
as a starting point to connect chemical/biological sensors to analytics in real time. Evolution of 271 
data analysis from extraction to visualization, even in a drag and drop modus operandi, requires a 272 
deep understanding of the context and is highly problem specific. Visualization tools (such as the 273 
volcano plots in Fig 5) are information-rich presentations of complex datasets which may facilitate 274 
use of a tool in multiple application domains, but the information must be comprehensible to 275 
users/stakeholders to provide any actionable information.  276 

 277 
Knowledge graph algorithms, in combination with statistical analysis and machine learning 278 

(for example, feature engineering, extraction and selection) [56][57], are elements likely to 279 
improve the outcome from SNAPS and enable the gradual evolution of SNAPS to become a higher 280 
order tool to facilitate data-informed decision as a service (DIDA’S), as discussed in the following 281 
section.  282 

 283 
The plethora of tools reviewed here and elsewhere may operate in harmony in specialized 284 

facilities (such as academic research centers). However, the real value of the convergence is at the 285 
hands of end-users who may lack specialized knowledge of software or systems. Without lucidity 286 
as a guiding light in the design process, any meaningful application of these tools may remain an 287 
utopian expectation. Adoption largely depends on creating user interfaces no more complicated 288 
than a menu of choices, for example, the type of variant configuration that enables a customer to 289 
customize a laptop. Thus, the paradigm of “plug and play” must be at the front and center of this 290 
discussion in order to “hide” the complexity behind simple drag and drop features which may 291 
empower end users to efficiently interact with these tools [58][59]. Simplified drag and drop tools 292 
for SNAPS may exponentially accelerate global demand for these tools. Democratization of access 293 
through Lego-esque modular drag and drop interfaces [60], may pave the way for “drag and drop 294 
analytics” (DADA) for mobile decision support systems and partial autonomy. DADA and SNAPS 295 
have enormous application potential, not only in the agro-ecosystem but in any domain, for 296 
example, healthcare, manufacturing [61], finance, utilities, logistics, transportation and retail.  297 

 298 
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 299 

Figure 5. Software tools such as drag and drop analytics (DADA) may enable cloud-300 
based analytics for SNAPS. The tool shown here automatically quantifies the different 301 
types of uncertainty/errors within data exploration pipelines (image from Chung et al 302 
[55] modified to match context of SNAPS). Diagram shows workflow (top) and an 303 
example of a pipeline (bottom). 304 

4. Auto-actuation and partial levels of autonomy for low-risk automation (SARA Paradigm) 305 

Autonomy is a framework that emerged from intelligent control and systems theory dating 306 
back at least a half century [62]. The specific technology need predicates the architecture of the 307 
system (including both hardware and software), and not all sensors or sensor systems are required 308 
to be involved in higher levels of autonomy [63][64]. For example, the purpose, architectural 309 
details, system functions, and characteristics for unmanned terrestrial vehicles are different 310 
compared to unmanned space vehicles [65]. One unifying attribute of these systems is the need to 311 
sense (sensors on the front end of the process) and then analyze (analytics on the back end) before 312 
the system can respond, i.e., SNAPS equivalent in the sense-analyze-response systems (SARS) 313 
paradigm. Lessons from higher level autonomous systems may inform how SNAPS may be better 314 
engineered and optimized to deliver value (albeit, in a very different context, when compared to 315 
the specifications for levels of autonomy in automobiles or the aerospace industry).  316 

 317 
In the context of SNAPS, the traditional six levels of autonomy (see supplemental Figure S1), 318 

may inform design. In the lowest level of autonomy (simple), human interaction is required for 319 
direct control of the sensor system(s) and/or manual off-loading of data for post hoc analysis. For 320 
example, deployed buoy systems are common in environmental studies of aquatic chemistry [66], 321 
which represents the current state for most sensor data, which is simply a report of raw data. The 322 
latter may be referred to as simple user-guided activity report or the SUGAR paradigm. 323 

 324 
In the 2nd level of autonomy (assisted), a high degree of human interaction is required, but at 325 

least one aspect of SNAPS (either sensing or analytics) is capable of performing task(s) without de 326 
novo synthesis of a map. These tasks may achieve prescribed objective(s), adapt to environmental 327 
changes, or develop new objectives. For example, Rong et al [25] recently developed an open 328 
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source mobile-phone based analytics protocol for analyzing impedance data acquired from a 329 
nanobiosensor. The primary objective of the tool is to perform the first layer of analysis in 330 
development of a SVML classifier to analyze impedance data (in lieu of equivalent circuit analysis). 331 
The mobile phone-based tool automates selection of classifier type using principal components 332 
analysis, and subsequently automates selection of hyperplane parameters (optimizes the support 333 
vector classifier and support vector regressor functions across the selected hyperplane). While this 334 
MAT does not perform decision support or provide validation layer(s), it may qualify as machine-335 
assisted automation, particularly if the impedance data is acquired using the same hardware and 336 
the sensing/analysis processes are linked for on-site edge analytics (that is, analysis, at the edge).  337 

 338 
The classical 3rd level of automation, partial autonomy, may be achieved through remote 339 

control of SNAPS related features, including sensing, data download, and some form of data 340 
analytics such as heuristic risk assessment. The outcome may trigger a low-risk set of logic tools to 341 
execute workflow which sets into motion an auto-actuation function. By embracing and 342 
accomplishing auto-actuation, the concept of SNAPS evolves to address the SARA (sense, analyze, 343 
respond, actuate) paradigm. For example, SNAPS may auto-adjust water flow rate in irrigation 344 
pumps (by temporarily overriding a pre-set routine flow rate) based on updated moisture data 345 
(from field sensor) and refreshed external weather data predicting rapidly advancing thunderstorm 346 
with imminent rainfall. Hence, control systems like SNAPS, manifesting elements of the SARA 347 
paradigm are derived from principles of bio-mimicry. Feedback control (activation/inhibition) is 348 
the bed-rock of biological systems in maintaining homeostasis, cellular equilibrium and 349 
harmonization of physiological balance [67].   350 

 351 
Higher levels of automation are beyond the scope of this discussion. For partial automation, 352 

SNAPS shall increasingly rely on integration of logic structures, for example, integrating output 353 
from one or more artificial reasoning tools (ART) to support auto-actuation (SARA). Integration 354 
of logic and ART in the SNAPS architecture indicates a departure from simple point solutions 355 
(SNAPS) and an upstream march of ART, ushering new layers of convergence beyond SNAPS. In 356 
this description, we focus on two major categories: i) sensors with engineered transduction 357 
coupled with heuristic analysis of qualitative data (SNAPS-ART), and ii) sensors with inherent 358 
transduction coupled with algorithmic analysis of quantitative data (referred to as SNAPS-359 
DIDA’S), summarized briefly, in the following section. 360 

5. Design of SNAPS for Decision Support Systems 361 

If auto-actuation or partial automation is expected as an outcome, then, according to the 362 
SARA paradigm, it is necessary to integrate elementary logic layers, relevant to performance/event, 363 
to enable SNAPS to execute actions by using/combining contextually relevant outputs from ART. 364 
The dynamic nature of ART elements may be sourced from a holding platform or repertoire for ad 365 
hoc composable machine-assisted tools (MAT), which applies basic pseudocode, with simple logic, 366 
to provide case-specific outputs, sufficient to execute low risk actions, which are (highly) fault 367 
tolerant. To provide guidance in development of future SNAPS, we may organize tools into two 368 
categories that are designed to meet user needs while maintaining an appreciable quality of service 369 
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(QoS). The first category utilizes qualitative sensors based on engineered transduction coupled 370 
together with heuristic analysis to produce a version of ART (Fig 6A). SNAPS-ART, is designed to 371 
provide near real-time management suggestions, such as using (single) sensor data to determine 372 
whether a particular sample is above or below a threshold value pre-set by a regulatory agency. The 373 
assumption of high fault tolerance and low risk are pivotal to develop and deploy SNAPS-ART. 374 

 375 
To optimize QoS versus development costs, acquisition of qualitative data for SNAPS-ART 376 

uses engineered transduction techniques and heuristic classification to satisfy user expectations 377 
with a binary output (rapid YES/NO test). In terms of active control features, SNAPS-ART is 378 
rudimentary, with a few discrete/distinct actions (turn on/off a subsystem) determined by simple 379 
non-overlapping binary outputs based on input from SNAPS. SNAPS-ART is not intended to be a 380 
comprehensive diagnostic tool, but designed for triage or rapid screening, where additional testing 381 
is required to confirm/validate results. It is possible to use ART for semi-quantitative purposes that 382 
depends on other combinatorial factors (for example, controlling rate of flow), but within reason. 383 

 384 
The 2nd category of SNAPS (Fig 6B) utilizes quantitative sensors based on inherent 385 

transduction coupled with algorithmic analysis, collectively referred to as SNAPS-DIDA’S. 386 
Contrary to SNAPS-ART, this category is designed for decision support under the assumption of 387 
low fault tolerance and moderate risk. Rather than instantaneous results classified by heuristic data 388 
analysis, SNAPS-DIDA’S involves a dynamic and/or reiterative analysis of streaming data from 389 
sensors and feedback logic interfaces for processed data, for example, active control features using 390 
a case-specific subset of tools from a super-set of MATs and MAPs (machine-assisted tools and 391 
machine-assisted platforms). Optimization (from menu of choices and range of values) for each 392 
variable requires computational rigor and resources to extract context-specific variant 393 
configurations expected of SNAPS-DIDA’S. On the other hand, workflow middleware as the logic 394 
application or control layer may suffice for SNAPS-ART. Sophisticated decision support software 395 
with decision trees executing embedded logic is one option which may be user-directed [68][69]. 396 
The latter may be enabled by a drag and drop assembly from a portfolio of modular tools under the 397 
umbrella of MAT and MAP. Another option is to present these choices to a human-in-the-loop 398 
who may exercise some form of exclusion/reduction to narrow the search space (number of 399 
choices) from the MAT/MAP menu based on experience and knowledge [70][71]. The preferred 400 
option is the development of a parallel agent-based system (ABS) which may be part of a multi-401 
agent system (MAS) [72][73]. The agent is expected to specific for certain pre-determined 402 
functions and able to replicate/reason a few key choices (select functions), in a manner 403 
approximating the human-in-the-loop. ABS may be void of the human ability to handle exception 404 
management. The range of options for the Agent may be restricted by its arsenal of information 405 
and logic rules, due to limits of learning and training software Agents, especially about how and 406 
when to use which tool. Because of the cognitive boundaries of deterministic design, it will be an 407 
egregious error to expect any training tool or machine learning routine to educate an Agent to 408 
deliver support in non-deterministic scenarios. The latter makes it mandatory to recognize 409 
boundaries of “artificial” systems and maintain provisions for humans-in-the-loop, by design, for 410 
non-deterministic instances.  411 
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In the context of SNAPS-DIDAS, agent-based systems begin to function upon receiving input 412 
from SNAPS. Using logic capabilities (learned, trained), agent(s) determine which tool, or sets of 413 
tools, may be necessary to execute the action or partial automation SNAPS expects to trigger. 414 
Agents are limited by the tools contained within MAT and MAP, unless embedded logic provides 415 
the option to place a remote function call (RFC) to a cloud repository to source other tools or 416 
algorithms from different systems. Including and enabling this feature is vital for agent(s) to 417 
“discover” contextually relevant elements suitable for the case at hand (perhaps enabling a 418 
potential path to higher levels of automation). Unrestricted discovery demands interoperability 419 
between systems to source tools and functions in a manner that is location (server) agnostic. 420 
REST (representational state transfer) is a lightweight architectural alternative to mechanisms like 421 
RPC (Remote Procedure Calls) which helps to connect between distributed hypermedia systems. 422 
RESTful web services (conforms to REST architecture) facilitate interoperability between 423 
computer systems and RESTful APIs (web service APIs that adhere to the REST architectural 424 
constraints) are quintessential for “plumbing” the network to catalyze connectivity [74]. 425 

 426 
Knowledge discovery/search functions of machine-assisted systems (MAS) are key 427 

performance indicators (KPI) which are inextricably linked with QoS. Synergistic integration with 428 
external tools and modules calls for interoperability between platforms, which are influenced by 429 
standards and architecture. Hence, automation of SNAPS-DIDA’S is far from trivial, and we are 430 
only beginning to scratch the surface in terms of the confluence of ideas necessary to transform 431 
this vision into reality. 432 
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 433 

Figure 6. Classification of SNAPS based on end-user expectations. A) SNAPS-ART 434 
produces qualitative, or semi-quantitative sensor data based on engineered transduction 435 
for analysis using heuristic analysis tools to provide management suggestions. B) SNAPS-436 
DIDA’S produces quantitative, streaming data for algorithmic analysis to be 437 
implemented in a variety of decision support paradigms, which may include human-in-438 
the loop and/or agent-based systems. The diagram provides a map for avoiding 439 
mismatch (i.e., loss of quality of service) between sensor chemistry and application needs 440 
but are not intended to be formulaic or dogmatic. Being dynamic and agile is essential.  441 

The theoretical boundary between ART and DIDA’S is blurry, at best. The classification of the 442 
two systems into discrete boxes (Fig 6) is not intended to be reductionist. Perhaps it may trigger 443 
ideas about future improvements and innovations. The distinction between ART and DIDA’S may 444 
be made in terms of the data that must converge or the degree to which data fusion may be 445 
necessary when rendering the decision or recommendation. ART may assist a rapid-response 446 
system which aims to solve low risk problems, with a few data sources and data dependencies, 447 
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using either qualitative or quantitative sensors, matched with heuristic analysis. For example, 448 
qualitative SNAPS-ART may provide the instruction to turn off the irrigation water pump if [a] 449 
the rate of change of 80% of the soil moisture sensor readings fall above/below a given range of 450 
values or [b] if the data from sensor(s) indicates that the rainfall rate is above a certain value. For 451 
quantitative SNAPS-ART, the instruction may be to monitor and turn up/down the rate of 452 
irrigation water flow, by grids/zones, depending on the soil moisture sensor readings, if the sensor 453 
data falls above/below a range of values. The tool may refer to the logic instructions in a lookup 454 
table which recommends water flow rates which are recommended (appropriate context) for given 455 
soil moisture content and also integrates weather data. 456 

 457 
DIDA’S may be viewed as a mutiny of multiple ART units, each vying to contribute its data. 458 

At each gateway or node in the DIDA’S platform, there are Agents which are queueing, to be 459 
triggered by specific data strand/stream, to start its search and discovery process, to identify what 460 
tools must be used, which other databases or data resources must be accessed, in order to satisfy 461 
the context of dependencies and when/how to feed the results from the search and discovery to a 462 
higher level Agent. This situation is analogous to dynamic composability of tools, triggered by 463 
data, in a manner similar to application dependent networking (ADN), the underlying principle 464 
necessary to connect two mobile phone users in diverse environments [75]. 465 

6. Proof of concept SNAPS-ART 466 

Fig 7 demonstrates an example of SNAPS-ART for heavy metal analysis coupled with risk 467 
assessment. In this design, a sensor with engineered transduction (qualitative data) is coupled with 468 
a heuristic risk analysis tool (hazard quotient [HQ] indicator) for monitoring and assessing risk of 469 
mercury exposure in drinking water in communities located near small scale artisanal gold mining 470 
regions [76]. In this example, a nanosensor was developed based on LSG electrodes decorated with 471 
anchored nanocopper for measuring ionic mercury (Hg2+) via stripping voltammetry [77] (Fig 472 
7A). Rapid screening of water samples for mercury contamination is highly useful, but the value of 473 
sensor data is inconsequential without information on how compounded factors, such as body 474 
weight, ingestion rate, and length of exposure contribute to overall risk. A mobile app was 475 
developed in R language using the heuristic hazard quotient (HQ) method used by global 476 
regulatory agencies [78]. MIT App Inventor was used to create a smartphone app, using drag and 477 
drop techniques and Blockly modular tool (see supplemental section for code and details regarding 478 
app development). Fig 6B displays the graphic user interface and a sample output for the SNAPS-479 
ART tool, where users input drinking water ingestion rate, body weight, length of exposure, and 480 
age. The app captures Hg2+ levels (ppm) obtained from the sensor, and uses the framework 481 
established by the US Environmental Protection Agency and the World Bank to calculate a HQ 482 
score [79][80][81]. Using the EPA standard HQ threshold [82], HQ >1.0 indicates higher risk of 483 
potential adverse health effects increases, while a score <1.0 indicates low risk.  484 

 485 
It is significant to grasp that the suggestion offered to the end-user is not the raw sensor data 486 

output but a value (HQ) which meaningfully integrates other types of data to synthesize user-487 
specific information which the user may choose to use, effectively (or not). Thus, SNAPS-ART 488 
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provides a real time suggestion to the user for health and wellness purposes as a result of 489 
convergence of data including international standards for heavy metals contamination of drinking 490 
water and healthcare statistics, relevant to the end-user and her environment. Detecting heavy 491 
metal in water [83] and access to data was facilitated when text messages (SMS) with geo-code 492 
(GPS location) were enabled to retrieve test data [84]. Improving the quality of raw data [85] is of 493 
paramount importance but the end-users are in quest of answers (information) rather than 494 
numbers (data). Simple and direct decision support using mobile devices is key for resource-495 
limited populations [86].    496 

 497 
This example of SNAPS-ART highlights this quintessential transition from data for experts to 498 

information for end-users. The HQ output significantly increases the value of the raw sensor data 499 
by combining data in context of human-specific factors and micro-environment, to provide 500 
actionable information relevant to precision public health. In addition, based on the HQ score, the 501 
embedded artificial reasoning tool (ART) provides options to seek additional screening at a 502 
verified laboratory, if the sample value triggers a set of logic/rules based on relationships between 503 
data, perhaps revealed due to data association and/or data fusion. The latter is a critical feature 504 
because the outcome has the potential to alert the user to recognize that the suggestion is not only 505 
displaying a number but requesting secondary validation (visit to a primary care, formal lab tests).  506 

 507 

 508 
Figure 7. Proof of concept demonstration for SNAPS-ART in heavy metal analysis of 509 
water. A) Hg2+-selective nanosensor based on LSG and nanocopper developed by 510 
Abdelbasir et al [77]. B) Photo of heuristic analysis tool for calculating risk of mercury 511 
exposure (hazard quotient calculator).  512 

In another application (Fig 8) the SNAPS-ART platform aggregates impedimetric sensors for 513 
detection of pathogenic bacteria in food samples. The Listeria monocytogenes biosensor developed 514 
by Hills et al [87] is used as a demonstration (Fig 8A), and an ART tool was developed using 515 
machine learning (R programming language). The ART tool for L. monocytogenes detection is 516
grounded in binary classification using bagged random forest written in R, with the smartphone 517 
app created using MIT App Inventor. The program (see supplemental section for code) reads a raw 518 
impedance data file from the biosensor, converts the data to the necessary form for machine 519 
learning classification, optimizes hyperparameter values, and then uses machine learning 520 
techniques to compare the sample to a training library; other methods are feasible as described by 521 
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Rong et al [25]. The tool is used for predicting whether the food sample (vegetable broth in this 522 
case) may be contaminated or is safe, and how an user may seek secondary validation, if sample is 523 
positive (Fig 8B); see supplemental section for details and screenshots of app. The major benefit of 524 
this tool is the avoidance of computationally expensive (and time intensive) analytical methods 525 
such as equivalent circuit analysis. While some equivalent circuit models, such as the Randles-526 
Ershler circuit, provide some description of the physical meaning for each circuit element related 527 
to an impedimetric biosensor, in most cases more complex models are used and parameters are 528 
tuned with chi-squared ( 2) fitting. If not used with expert guidance, equivalent circuit analysis 529 
leads to significant errors in both interpretation and accuracy. It may be cost prohibitive, too. For 530 
pathogens such as L. monocytogenes, the threshold for contamination is one live cell in a food 531 
sample, and thus speed and accuracy of the tool are pivotal for rapid screening. Use of machine 532 
learning (ML) tools to perform rapid screening, at the point of use, with a smartphone or tablet, 533 
increases the value of the biosensor data and offers near-real time actionable information to the 534 
end-user, agnostic of location or access to a laboratory test facility. 535 

 536 

Figure 8. Proof of concept demonstration for SNAPS-ART in food safety analysis 537 
(vegetable broth). A) Listeria monocytogenes biosensor developed with stimulus-response 538 
polymers and DNA aptamers by Hills et al [70]. B) Screenshot and photograph of 539 
machine learning analysis tool for determining whether sample is contaminated based on 540 
an index score derived from machine learning analysis.  541 

The benefits of the approach in Fig 7-8 may be extended by adapting the sensor RTA scheme 542 
to allow the tool to detect and alert users about other targets (eg other heavy metal contaminants, 543 
such as lead, cadmium, and arsenic or other biomolecule targets, such as viruses). SNAPS-ART 544 
may be used for detection and diagnostics for a plethora of contaminating agents not only in liquid 545 
(as shown here), but in any other medium as long as the analyte is presented in a form that binds 546 
with the sensor material. The value of this approach increases exponentially if combined with 547 
mobility (smartphone). The latter enables sourcing sensor data for myriad of analytes from any 548 
environment where humans (citizen science) or drones may reach or interact with the sample. In 549 
our approach, we have eschewed the use of high cost sensors, to highlight the potential for 550 
diffusion of low-cost tools to enable democratization of data and distribute the dividends from 551 
decision support to serve community-specific needs. To acquire, curate, analyze and extract useful 552 
information from sensor and other data, we advocate synergistic integration with MAT and MAP. 553 
SNAPS is a tiny first step in that direction. 554 
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Table 1. Challenges and Opportunities for SNAPS 555 

 

Challenges 
 

Opportunities 

 

Extraction of information from sensor 

data for real time decision support 

 

 Development of SNAPS-ART tools using 

established regulatory standards as a guide  

 
 

Controlling or modulating sensor 

hysteresis in situ 

 Integration of smart materials on sensor surface 

(e.g., stimulus-response polymers) 

 Rudimentary control over system performance 

through the use of sense-analyze-respond-

actuate (SARA) systems  

 
 

Mobility and connectivity in agricultural 

and environmental systems 

 Improvement of low latency communications 

 Deploy low power [a] sensor systems and [b] 

data management systems 

 

Integrating SNAPS with standard 

platform 

 Establishment of data management systems 

based on lessons learned from other systems 

such as integrated clinical environment (ICE) 

 Establishment of standards in architecture 

 

Development of data informed decision 

as a service (DIDA’S) 

 Establishment of SNAPS-ART as a common tool 

 Integration of drag and drop analytics (DADA) 

and agent-based systems (ABS) 

 Dynamic/reiterative analysis of streaming data 

from sensors  

 Demonstration of feedback logic that interfaces 

with processed data  

 Dynamic composability of tools triggered by data 

(application-dependent-networking)  

 Database discovery or data resource discovery by 

agents using embedded logic (e.g., remote 

function call, RESTful APIs) 

 Use of logic capabilities (learned, trained) and 

agent(s) to determine which tool, or sets of tools, 

are required for analyzing any given problem  

 
 

 556 
 557 
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7. The Path Forward? 558 

The pivotal role of sensors, data, and information in decision support and partial automation 559 
or auto-actuation is of critical importance in any field, including biosystems engineering. SNAPS 560 
represents a confluence of ideas and is the foundation for making sense of data by adding value to 561 
sensor data. Basic sensor design choices, described in this review, dictate the value and quality of 562 
service for SNAPS. The lowest common denominator is to match the type of sensor transduction 563 
(engineered or inherent) with an analytical approach (heuristic or algorithmic) to meet the needs 564 
of the end user with respect to a baseline quality of service (QoS). In a more complex example, 565 
sensor engineering for controlling or modulating hysteresis is required, if users expect real time, in 566 
situ, sensor data connectivity to data analytics. SNAPS can offer design choices and suggest rules to 567 
adopt (embedded logic) key performance indicators (KPI) which may be necessary to guide what 568 
constiutes actionable information based on raw sensor data. However, it is essential to remain 569 
cognizant of the fact that not all data may contain information and not all information may be 570 
actionable or possess transactional value. Hence, the quality of data determines the quality of 571 
service (QoS outcome). 572 

 573 
SNAPS and ART are elements of the MAT and MAP trends, in terms of the quest to deliver 574 

value from data analytics (in this case, with heuristic and qualitative sensors). Rudimentary control 575 
over system performance through the use of SARA-driven Smart SNAPS, to auto-actuate select 576 
system components, may be an example of emerging applications for agro-ecosystem, 577 
environmental health, as well as public health and healthcare, especially remote diagnostics and 578 
preventative health.  579 

 580 
Beyond the SNAPS-ART paradigm, we hope to reach DIDA’S but its maturity is questionable, 581 

at best. As these tools mature, the true value may be realized through the interaction of agents (i.e., 582 
an agency) which embraces the collective optimization of performance (P) in the context of the 583 
environment (E) where processes may be influenced by actuators (A) that depend on information 584 
from sensor (S) data (thus, PEAS). 585 

 586 
PEAS is mnemonic borrowed from the literature on ABS designed (modeled) to address 587 

systems performance [88] that is focused on the convergence of percepts, environment, actuators, 588 
and sensors (PEAS). The principle of PEAS are supposed to be the pillars on which we may build 589 
“machines that work for us” versus “cogs” in the wheel - SNAPS, ART, DIDA’S - which are 590 
examples of “tools with which we work” [89].  591 

 592 
PEAS are goal-dependent strategic perspectives arising from the conceptual pot of alphabet 593 

soup each with its array of dynamic push-pull elements and user-directed levers, which may be 594 
used in any combination, to accomplish short term tasks (SNAPS) versus long term attempts to 595 
orchestrate systems performance (PEAS). This interrelationship may be analogous to components 596 
of the engine (SUGAR, SNAPS, ART, DIDA’S) which are essential and dependent for the function 597 
and performance of the “whole” vehicle (PEAS).  598 

 599 
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Aggregating data and information for systems performance (PEAS) is the Holy Grail. In some 600 
instances the “whole” picture is the only relevant picture. One attempt in biomedical engineering 601 
is referred to as the integrated clinical environment (ICE) effort [90], which strives to harmonize 602 
data interoperability between all sub-systems to focus on the “whole patient” rather than isolated 603 
parts. These concepts (PEAS, ICE) may serve as beacons for innovation in agriculture, energy, 604 
environment, or other verticals areas, where a tapestry of solutions may be more valuable than 605 
point solutions. Isolated solutions in the medical systems may lead to errors due to medical device 606 
interoperability issues. The latter is often fatal, claiming as many as 250,000 lives per year, in the 607 
US alone, and is the third leading cause of death in the US [91]. 608 

 609 
While no specific decision support framework is shown here, SNAPS is the first step toward 610 

DIDA’S, which may rely on tools such as drag and drop analytics (DADA) and models using ABS. 611 
One of the underlying themes in all cases is the use of mobility and low latency signal transmission 612 
(for example, future potential for use of 5G) as key enablers for facilitating various levels of partial 613 
autonomy within system of systems, which responds to remote instructions and signals, without 614 
lag (latency may be fatal, for example in remote surgery or for pedestrians vs autonomous cars).   615 

 616 
The excruciating struggle to extract information from sensor data (if there is information in 617 

the data) is an indication that unleashing knowledge from information may be a mirage. The 618 
anticipated evolution of data-science to knowledge-science is the central thrust of knowledge-619 
informed decision as a service (KIDS), an aspirational idea which may not be addressed by the use 620 
of current tools and contemporary thinking. The broad spectrum of “data-informed” approaches 621 
will vary by use cases, from simpler instances SNAPS may be a first step. For complex expectations, 622 
DIDA’S may step in. Beyond DIDA’S we may be entering the domain of the unknown unknowns.  623 

 624 
The mention of “unknown unknowns” cannot be left metaphorically hanging from the 625 

rhetorical cliff of conclusion. The academic incentive to pontificate on this topic is inextricably 626 
linked to the keystone factor of knowledge discovery. Unless we know what data to connect, the 627 
extraction of information will be incorrect, insipid or incomplete, at best. Low level information is 628 
akin to “the same and not the same” [92] where “whiskers” (outliers) far outweigh the central 629 
substance (interquartile range) in a box plot. Using this information as knowledge bricks will be 630 
tantamount to building a virtual house out of hollow cards.  631 

 632 
Hence, knowledge discovery cannot be treated as a separate topic when discussing sensors 633 

and sensor data. Without discovering the context and relevance of data to the bigger picture, the 634 
outcome will remain narrow, retarded and half-baked. Sensors will be impotent without tools to 635 
extract value from data fusion. This discussion is not peripheral but central, to all sensors.  636 

 637 
The growing ubiquity of sensors, which are increasingly woven into almost every facet of our 638 

daily lives, makes it imperative that sensor scientists consider the data science impact of their work. 639 
Data scientists must take a closer look at sensor data and sensor engineering, to ask the correct 640 
questions. Tools for knowledge discovery are not in short supply [93][94] but the rate limiting 641 
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factor preventing the diffusion of these tools are rooted in their complexity, lack of standards and 642 
few common open platforms. If “open platforms” emerge, the race to adapt and adopt will not be 643 
determined by its success due to technological strength or computational excellence. Rather the 644 
economics of technology may be the single most important criteria which will influence and 645 
determine feasibility [95][96] of mass adoption, the latter, in turn, will reduce cost of adoption due 646 
to economies of scale. The latter is the catalyst to enable these benefits to reach the impoverished 647 
communities and serve as a tool for democratization of data for the next billion users.  648 

 649 
We are on the brink of change, albeit at a glacial pace. The advances in search and discovery of 650 

data and information, are likely to improve if we can use tools based on graph theoretic 651 
approaches, to establish relationships and dependencies between objects and subjects [97][98]. 652 
Currently, the tools from graph theory are few and far between, yet it is already being aggrandized 653 
and referred to as knowledge graphs. Irrespective of the descriptive semantics and the professional 654 
vernacular, knowledge graphs are potentially useful for knowledge discovery.  655 

 656 
Scientific progress relies on the confluence of efficient assimilation of existing knowledge in 657 

order to minimize re-invention. It appears that the graph theoretic approach may lead to the 658 
creation of knowledge graph tools to plumb the depths of unknown unknowns, where catalysts for 659 
scientific breakthroughs often reside. By using relationships between materials and their properties 660 
[99] which may be organized as graphs with edges and nodes, a research team has developed a 661 
methodology which may lend itself to exploring non-obvious relationships [100]. The authors are 662 
incisive to point out an entity-relationship mode which remains the "bread and butter" of context-663 
awareness. The latter, in terms of knowledge representation, has evolved as RDF, the resource 664 
description framework standard [101] and is a more general model of entities (nodes) and 665 
relationships, albeit incomplete. Thus, the paper by Tshitoyan et al [99] provides tangible grounds 666 
to extrapolate the methodology from material science to other domains. It strengthens the notion 667 
that developing and implementing knowledge graph tools may aid in unleashing new ideas, reveal 668 
unknown unknowns and enable context-aware knowledge discovery. 669 

 670 
In another vein, a leap of progress was made when an unusual strategy was adopted to 671 

organize and “number” the content (names, relationships from material science) in “preparation” 672 
to use the tools of machine learning (ML) for analyzing the information and exploring 673 
relationships [102][103][104][105]. Nandy et al broke existing rules and enabled analytical tools 674 
to plumb the depths of the associations, generally not discovered by traditional rule-based 675 
methods. It is a clear indication that the next step is to establish semantic associations [106]. We 676 
propose an in-depth exploration of the tools that evolved from these materials science papers, 677 
which combined data science with domain knowledge to explore unchartered waters [107]. The 678 
principles behind these approaches may be in short supply (missing) in the domain of sensor 679 
chemistry and engineering. The plethora of physico-chemical characteristics that govern the 680 
attributes of sensors has little (if any) fundamental semantic association with basic science 681 
(structure and properties of the molecules), which dictates functional interactions and 682 
efficiency/efficacy.  683 
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 Interrelationships and dependencies are key to function, yet the reductionist approach must 684 
view components in isolation, for the sake of operational convenience. The ability to synthesize 685 
any graph theoretic approach (knowledge graphs) will depend on our ability to establish 686 
connections between nodes and sub-nodes. The ability to organize the knowledge in its semantic 687 
context (classification, taxonomy) may determine if we may extract meaningful relationships, 688 
between distant, apparently unrelated nodes/sub-nodes. The ability to adopt and use the semantic 689 
associations within the computational system will determine if we can use data related tools (for 690 
example, machine learning, artificial neural nets) to discover relationships yet to be discovered. 691 

 692 
Domain knowledge experts may help create nomological networks for sensor science [108] 693 

perhaps resembling taxonomic trees or biochemical cycles [109]. In the next step, basic sensor 694 
science must converge with the principles and practice of engineering, by learning from system 695 
dynamics [110]. From the user perspective, the ability to use natural language queries [111] may be 696 
beneficial. The latter unleashes the potential for neural machine reading comprehension [112]. 697 
However, existing tools [113][114][115][116][117][118][119][120][121] are a smörgåsbord of 698 
word associations/representations [122] which may often use variations of nearest neighbor 699 
principles developed circa 1000 AD [123][124]. Although pockets of evolution to elementary 700 
semantic data type detection is in progress [125], almost all tools lack digital semantics [126]. 701 
Knowledge discovery, knowledge graphs and graph neural networks [127] will remain reasonably 702 
impotent without the ability to use semantic associations, for example, semantic data catalogs 703 
[128]. Thus, there appears to be a vast chasm between sensor science and engineering and data 704 
science, which is in need of convergence, perhaps through a global group effort. The rejection of 705 
this idea [129] may serve as a badge of honor to those who may grasp its significance.    706 
 707 

The need for semantic tools is old news [130] but new research at the nexus of natural 708 
language processing, linguistics, semantics, and science, may fuel trans-disciplinary convergence 709 
necessary to advance knowledge discovery. Broad spectrum dissemination of this knowledge using 710 
simple and tangible user interfaces may be crucial [131]. Knowledge discovery appears to be at the 711 
heart of sensor research and sensor engineering, if we wish to extract value from sensors, already 712 
deployed in enterprises, and aspire to deploy sensors as global public goods, for the next trillion 713 
use-cases in the global supply chain [132]. For global supply chain and value network dynamics, 714 
the "sense" table principle (circa 1997) using tangible user interfaces (TUI) is an useful idea, that 715 
can display how data can change decisions in near real-time ([133][134][135][136][137] [138]). 716 
However, TUI applications remains unexplored, in practice. Synergistic integration of tools based 717 
on tangible user interfaces may be useful to simulate or display real-world potential for dynamic 718 
changes and variant configurations (alternatives, options) if the operating logic of these TUI tools 719 
are informed by (guided, advised, shaped) the convergence of semantically relevant curated data 720 
(perishability, time sensitivity, time series), location-aware contextual information and meaningful 721 
correlations which may uncover cryptic relationships (obvious, non-obvious, reinforced, learned), 722 
which may influence the outcome or expectation or prediction. Information-informed tangible 723 
user interface tools (iiTUIT) may be another higher order plane for combinatorial thinking and a 724 
task for a new breed of creative thinkers who may invest in exploring confluence of ideas.  725 
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8. Concluding Remarks  726 

Ubiquity of sensor data makes it crucial that sensor data offers semantically sensible 727 
value, preferably at every instance, starting with less complex point solutions, referred to as 728 
SNAPS, in this discussion. SNAPS and other layers in the layer cake (0-6) illustrated as steps 729 
are not discrete stages but represents tool sets and or decision sub-platforms which can 730 
combine, re-combine and co-exist in various forms. For example, artificial reasoning tools 731 
(ART) is a sub-platform where the output may use various types of logic or rules which may 732 
guide/shape rational/irrational decisions. ART is not only its own layer but may be viewed as a 733 
mobile layer (repertoire of tools) which can work with various other layers to modulate the 734 
output (decision). For example, SUGAR (simple user guided activity report) only delivers raw 735 
data based on user command. If the output from SUGAR feeds ART, the tools may offer a 736 
preliminary processing of data generated by SUGAR and offer an output (decision support) 737 
which is a level above SUGAR (yet, not SNAPS). The “empty boxes” (indicated on the right) 738 
in the illustration represents these potential combinations which may be case specific and 739 
offers room for innovation as the evolution of decision science continues. ART may be one 740 
occupant of these “boxes” if necessary, in a certain scenario (use case). ART may work with 741 
any layer and in any stage (in any “box”). In this bio-inspired “McClintock”-esque paradigm 742 
[139], ART (or something similar or equivalent) may be viewed as a cross-pollinator of 743 
SUGAR, SNAPS, PEAS (hence “jumping genes” may be a suitable analogy [140] as well as the 744 
related “mobile transposon” concept [141]). The threads of these ideas advocate the potential 745 
of cross-platform mobile elements (tools) which may be designed to act as dynamic cross-746 
fertilizing “influenza” {(the term “influenza” is Italian for “influence” and used [142] since 747 
circa 1357 (circa 1504 in English) to describe the illness, due to its perceived association with 748 
cold weather (influenze di freddo)} agents capable of improving and/or influencing, as well as 749 
linking, various domains of decision support systems. 750 

 751 
Figure 9. The challenge for a new breed of thinkers is to pave the path with value 752 
extracted from data and information from SUGAR (simple user guided activity report) to 753 
SERVICES (layer 6), and the layers and sub-layers, which may be necessary or 754 
mandatory but still remains to be discovered and/or identified. In the distant future, 755 
perhaps, someday, the system may legitimately claim to integrate the use of cognitive 756 
tools even beyond knowledge (KIDS, knowledge informed decision as a service) to 757 
introduce and promote bold new frontiers in the realm of decision science. 758 
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Abstract: In this manuscript, we discuss relevant socioeconomic factors for developing and 36 
implementing Sensor Analytic Point Solutions (SNAPS) as point-of-care tools to serve 37 
impoverished communities. The distinct economic, environmental, cultural, and ethical 38 
paradigms that affect economically disadvantaged users, adds complexity to the process of 39 
technology development and deployment beyond the science and engineering issues. We begin 40 
by contextualizing the environmental burden of disease in select low-income regions around 41 
the world, including environmental hazards at work, home, and broader community 42 
environment, where SNAPS may be helpful in prevention and mitigation of human exposure to 43 
harmful biological vectors and chemical agents. We offer examples of SNAPS designed for 44 
economically disadvantaged users, specifically for supporting decision-making in cases of 45 
tuberculosis (TB) infection and mercury exposure. We follow-up by discussing the economic 46 
challenges involved in phased implementation of diagnostic tools in low-income markets and 47 
describe a micropayment-based systems-as-a-service approach (PAPPU), which may be 48 
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catalytic for adoption of low-end, low-margin, low-research and development SNAPS. Finally, 49 
we provide some insights into the social and ethical considerations for the assimilation of 50 
SNAPS to improve health outcomes in marginalized communities.  51 

Keywords: sensor analytic point solutions (SNAPS); environmental health; poverty, pay-a-52 
penny-per-use (PAPPU), public health 53 
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 56 
Graphical Abstract. We suggest a framework for using SNAPS (sensor-analytic point solutions) 57 
in combination with the financial instrument PAPPU (Pay-A-Penny-Per-Use) for providing 58 
health care services for low-income communities. Distinct economic, environmental, and59 
cultural, issues must be taken into consideration. In this review we summarize the environmental 60 
burden of disease (section 1), then provide two examples of SNAPS that are at various stages of 61 
maturity (section 3) and discuss PAPPU as a potential mechanism to overcome economic barriers 62 
(section 4). We close the review by discussing the opportunities and challenges of this approach 63 
through the lens of social acceptance. 64 

1. Environmental Burden of Disease65

According to the World Health organization, environmental factors including unsafe water, 66 
poor sanitation, air pollution, and unintentional exposure to hazardous chemical and biological 67 
agents, are root causes for the burden of disease, disability, and death in the developing world 68 
[1, 2] Impoverished communities living in polluted and crowded environments are much more 69 
susceptible to the double burden of infective and non-communicable diseases, and this situation 70 
is often compounded by the lack of adequate infrastructure, weak environmental policy, and 71 
deficient or inequitable healthcare systems that disfavor economically challenged users [3-8]. 72 
Despite the global efforts to reduce poverty, indicators of health disparities between 73 
disadvantaged and affluent populations continue to persist. For instance, the 2018 World Bank 74 
estimates show that on average, there is a 12-fold difference in mortality rate of infants between 75 
low- and high- income populations [9], but in countries experiencing extreme deprivation such 76 
as Somalia and Sierra Leone, this rate is nearly 20-fold higher than the average rate in wealthy 77 
nations. In 2016, diarrheal diseases linked to poor sanitation and consumption of contaminated 78 
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food and water were responsible for 1.6 million deaths, 90% of which occurred in South Asia and 79 
sub-Saharan Africa [10, 11] The per capita burden of disease from inhalation exposure to airborne 80 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (by-products of fuel combustion) is nearly 33-fold higher in 81 
India compared to the USA [12, 13]. 82 

Nonetheless, it is important to note that due to the myriad ways in which socioeconomic and 83 
environmental factors interact, it is very difficult to establish highly detailed associations of single 84 
environmental risk factors with epidemiological outcomes [14-17]. Moreover, environmental 85 
factors rarely occur in isolation; for example, a population can be exposed to a combination of 86 
pollutants from different sources, which could result in additive or synergistic effects and 87 
symptoms, making medical diagnostic processes extremely cumbersome (Briggs, 2003). In 88 
addition to the limited access to healthcare systems, the problem is compounded by the relatively 89 
high cost of clinical testing and may cause many illnesses to go under-reported or mis-diagnosed 90 
[18] in economically challenged populations. Despite the complexities involved in linking 91 
environmental and socioeconomic factors to epidemiological outcomes, there is no question that 92 
such factors can result in serious public health problems, particularly in low-income communities 93 
which bear the largest proportion of the burden of environmentally related diseases [19, 20]. 94 

Undoubtedly, much of the economic strain from both infectious and non-communicable 95 
diseases associated with unhealthy environments could be effectively diminished through 96 
preventive strategies that tackle associated risk factors [18, 21]. One promising approach for 97 
addressing health risk factors in low-income communities is the deployment of integrated 98 
technologies for data-informed decision support such as Sensor Analytic Point Solutions 99 
(SNAPS). The concept of SNAPS has been recently introduced as part of a platform approach to 100 
converge sensor data and analytics to deliver data-informed decision support for a number of 101 
applications, including healthcare [21]. Even though thousands of sensors and point-of-care 102 
diagnostic tools have been developed in research labs around the world during the past decades, 103 
the large majority of these technologies have not yet translated into implementable solutions due 104 
to different obstacles including unsuitability of operation under real-world conditions, high 105 
fabrication and operation costs (which limits market penetration and profitability), and a lack of 106 
convergence with other technologies to yield actionable information for the user [22]. 107 

Consider for instance the case of diarrheal diseases associated with E. coli infection from 108 
ingestion of contaminated food or water, which contributes significantly to mortality and 109 
morbidity of children under 5 years of age in African and Eastern Mediterranean countries [23]. 110 
By conducting a literature search on the Web of Science, we found that in the past 10 years 303 111 
research articles have been published in peer-reviewed journals portraying the development of 112 
E. coli biosensors. However, only a small fraction of these papers includes claims such as real-113 
sample testing ( 29%), low-cost fabrication ( 10%), portability ( 9%), and user-friendly operation 114 
( 2%) (the complete report from this search is available in the Supplemental Section S1).  115 

In this manuscript, we provide examples of SNAPS that have been tested in field conditions, 116 
within the context of low-income communities. The first example was developed for assisting 117 
early diagnosis of infectious disease and prevention of public health outbreaks, and the second 118 
example supports decision making in cases of human exposure to an environmental pollutant. 119 
We also propose the concept of Pay-A-Penny-Per-Use (PAPPU) as a potential paradigm to reduce 120 
economic barriers to implement SNAPS in economically-deprived regions. The two examples of 121 
field-tested SNAPS are at different stages of maturity, which provides insight into the design 122 
process and logic flow. Finally, we provide some insights on the social and ethical considerations 123 
for the effective use of SNAPS in assisting the users and improving health outcomes in 124 
underserved communities. 125 
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2. Examples of SNAPS-ART 126 
Near real-time qualitative decisions are often key for rapid response. SNAPS is a tool that 127 

uses sensor data to provide response at the point of use with minimal analytics. If two or more 128 
factors must be considered by the human-in-the-loop to take a decision, artificial reasoning tools 129 
(ART) is implemented. ART is a data fusion layer that combines sensor data and display 130 
suggestions or information, on the user’s mobile device.  In principle, SNAPS is designed to offer 131 
“point solutions”, which implies a rapid binary output (yes/no) based on the data captured from 132 
the sensor signal (for example, sensor binds to an analyte). However, even in rudimentary 133 
scenarios, a single source of binary data may fail to provide basic information. Hence, the need 134 
for artificial reasoning tools (ART) which are light-weight middleware (software which sits in the 135 
“middle”) embedded with preliminary logic to decide what is the meaning of the data and what 136 
information may be conveyed (displayed) for the end-user. By introducing a modular ART tool, 137 
the user takes advantage of combinatorial variant configuration menu to change, adapt or 138 
introduce new reasoning/logic in the middleware by re-programming the logic “buckets” simply 139 
by re-shuffling and inserting the user’s preferred choices from a repertoire of pre-programmed 140 
logic.  141 

There are many complex layers to system-level solution to ease the environmental burden 142 
on impoverished communities. Velez-Torres et al [24] recently developed a circular system 143 
framework for integrating analytic tools (such as SNAPS) with social action research (CLISAR). 144 
The CLISAR framework is a transdisciplinary approach that involves analytical tools such as 145 
sensors for informing community action related to public health, environmental issues, or food 146 
security, for example. Beyond simple commercial colorimetric detection strips used in 147 
development of CLISAR, information derived from SNAPS can transform this system by 148 
supporting decision-making processes aimed at improving the health outcomes of marginalized 149 
communities.  150 

Herein, we suggest a conceptual approach for selecting and implementing the type of 151 
diagnostic tools for implementation of SNAPS (see Fig 1). The examples that follow in the 152 
subsequent section used a five-step process that followed a closed-loop approach similar to 153 
CLISAR and other circular economic models [25]. The first step is to understand the specific 154 
problem as well as the social and economic context where decision-support technology may be 155 
needed. The next step is to identify readily available resources and design diagnostic tools for 156 
creating a technology portfolio (sensors, analytics software, portable hardware, etc.). The third 157 
step involves selection of the most appropriate tools to create SNAPS based on technical 158 
capabilities as well as interactive feedback from stakeholders. In step four scientists and end-159 
users test technology prototypes in field conditions using established participatory 160 
methodologies. Finally, results from proof-of-concept testing should be used to evaluate and 161 
refine the technology. Below, we present two examples of how this conceptual model is applied 162 
in real-world settings. The first example is in advanced stage field-testing (refinement and 163 
technology improvement, with some elements in the second circular phase), while the second 164 
example is in early phase of development (tool selection and technology transfer). 165 
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 166 
Figure 1. Overview of process in development of SNAPS for the examples shown below. The 167 
blue, orange, and green arrows indicate technology evolution using established principles of 168 
circular feedback systems. The blue, orange, and green arrows indicate convergence toward a 169 

systems-level solution through feedback/refinement pathways. 170 

2.1 Early assessment of tuberculosis in vulnerable populations  171 

In 2017, 1.6 million people died from tuberculosis (TB) globally and there were 10 million 172 
new TB cases that occurred in the same year [26]. TB has surpassed HIV as the leading infectious 173 
disease killer worldwide since 2014 [27]. Furthermore, multidrug-resistant and extensively drug-174 
resistant TB (MDR/XDR-TB) are current global public health threats. The 2017 Moscow 175 
Ministerial Declaration on ending TB, involving 120 countries and over 800 partners, identified 176 
“to advance research and development of new tools to diagnose, treat and prevent TB” as one of 177 
four action items [28]. This meeting was followed in 2018 by a United Nations (UN) General 178 
Assembly first-ever high-level meeting to accelerate efforts on ending TB [29]. 179 

Care of TB patients starts with accessible and affordable diagnosis. The majority of TB 180 
patients live in poor conditions and in geographically remote areas. Culture-based techniques are 181 
the gold standard for diagnosis, but this is relatively expensive and results take 6-8 weeks [30]. 182 
For decades, TB diagnosis has relied on direct sputum smear microscopy (SSM) in many countries 183 
[31]. SSM is fast, inexpensive, facile, and specific for detecting Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) 184 
in high incidence areas [30, 32, 33]. It does not require complex laboratory equipment and is 185 
therefore very suitable for low-resource settings especially in populations with varying socio-186 
economic situations [30, 32]. However, SSM’s sensitivity is only about 25%-65% compared to 187 
culture, with a detection limit of about 10,000 colony forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL) [33, 188 
34]. A study comparing culture, SSM, and Xpert MTB/RIF system involving hundreds of 189 
specimens showed that SSM had 54% sensitivity for respiratory samples and 50% for non-190 
respiratory samples [35]. Furthermore, smear sensitivity varies with the type of lesion, type and 191 
number of specimens, mycobacterial species, staining technique, and the alertness and 192 
persistence of the microscopist [34]. In a 2014 survey, 22 high-burden countries (HBCs) conducted 193 
77.6 million sputum smears valued at 137 million USD in 42,827 microscopy centers [36]. Of these, 194 
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61% were performed in the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russian Federation, India, China and South 195 
Africa) [36]. On average, 79% of the smears were performed for initial diagnosis in these 196 
countries. When converted to 2012 USD, the unit cost for a smear, including materials, labor, and 197 
overhead expenses, was 1.77 USD [34]. Studies have shown that the sensitivity of SSM improved 198 
significantly when specimens were subjected to liquefaction followed by the concentration of the 199 
mycobacteria by overnight sedimentation or centrifugation [33, 37-41]. However, the increased 200 
sensitivity provided by these processing methods may not be sufficient to offset their increased 201 
cost, complexity, and potential biohazards. 202 

Recently, several methods have been developed for the diagnosis and concentration of TB 203 
and multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB), such as Xpert MTB/RIF, TB beads, liquid 204 
culture, centrifugation, filtration, and line probe assays [42-46]. However, they are not necessarily 205 
accessible or affordable for those who need them the most [47]. For example, the World Health 206 
Organization recommended the Xpert MTB/RIF in 2010 to diagnose all persons with signs and 207 
symptoms of TB. In many studies, the Xpert system was shown to have a sensitivity of 96.8% and 208 
a specificity of 99.3% compared to culture as the reference standard [35]. However, if the Xpert 209 
MTB/RIF assay (cartridge price of US$9.98) were to be used for all people with presumed TB, the 210 
cost would exceed 80% of the total TB spending in countries such as India, Bangladesh, Indonesia 211 
and Pakistan [48]. In 2014 and 2015, there were 32.6 and 9.1 SSM for every Xpert MTB/RIF test 212 
procured [49]. While these new diagnostic methods are more sensitive and/or specific than SSM, 213 
they are oftentimes prohibitively expensive and not easily accessible for those living in low-214 
resource countries where Mtb has a high prevalence.  215 

An important aspect of TB is the substantial financial burden placed on patients and their 216 
families, not only for treatment costs but also associated costs, such as TB patients who are 217 
required to take a leave of absence from work leading to the risk of impoverishment [50]. 218 
Tanimura et al. reported that on average, 20% of the total cost was due to direct medical costs, 219 
20% to direct non-medical costs, and 60% to income loss [51]. On average, the total cost was 220 
equivalent to 58% of reported annual individual income and 39% of reported household income 221 
[51]. Cost as percentage of income was particularly high among poor people and those with 222 
multidrug-resistant TB [51]. 223 

Accurate, rapid, and cost-effective diagnostic tests are crucial to reducing TB’s unacceptably 224 
high infection and mortality rates especially for a treatable disease [52]. The ambitious goal of the 225 
global “End TB Strategy” to reduce TB incidence by 90% and reduce TB mortality by 95% by the 226 
year 2035 will not be achieved without new tools to fight TB [53]. These tools include improved 227 
point-of-care diagnostic tests that are delivered to low-income communities and at the first point-228 
of-contact by patients in the healthcare system. These tests should be performed on an easily 229 
accessible sample and results be provided in a timely manner, allowing for a quick turnaround 230 
time for treatment in a single clinical encounter, hence avoiding loss of patient follow up [53].  231 

Thus, our strategy was to develop low-cost biosensing assay for rapid TB detection by 232 
employing modern advances in nanoparticle science and glyco-chemistry resulting in sensitivity 233 
matching the performance of Xpert MTB/RIF and standard culture. The nanoparticle-based 234 
colorimetric biosensing assay (NCBA) is based on the concept of magnetically activated cell 235 
enrichment (MACE) technique. In this technique the Mtb cells are isolated and enriched by 236 
applying a magnetic field to activate nanoparticle-bound Mtb cells, without using any expensive 237 
antibodies and energy-consuming centrifuge instruments and eliminating the need for time-238 
consuming growth of Mtb. The novelty of NCBA includes the utilization of iron oxide 239 
nanoparticles with superparamagnetic properties. The use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) 240 
offers major advantages due to their unique size and physicochemical properties. The MNP 241 
solution is colloidal in nature and it provides stability, which gives rise to both steric and 242 
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coulombic repulsions. Their nanoscale size results in their higher effective surface areas, lower 243 
sedimentation rates, and minimal precipitation due to gravitation forces. The MNPs are coated 244 
with glycan to facilitate attachment on the bacterial cell wall through carbohydrate-binding 245 
protein sites, providing specificity to the biosensing mechanism.  246 

NCBA was validated in 500 sputum samples in Nepal and Mexico [54, 55]. In Nepal, 500 247 
sputum samples were tested for TB using SSM, Xpert MTB/RIF, and NCBA. Results showed that 248 
for the SSM test, 32 were positive (32+249 

250 
- 251 

(negative) SSM samples, 48 were positive in both Xpert and NCBA. Table 1 presents the results 252 
from SSM test (not shaded) and NCBA test (shaded) using Xpert MTB/RIF as the standard in 253 
defining the number of true TB cases and non-TB cases. Statistical analysis of the diagnostic 254 
comparison between SSM and NCBA using Xpert MTB/RIF results as gold standard for true 255 
cases, and are presented in Table 2. At 95% confidence interval, the results show that SSM has a 256 

tivity matching that of the Xpert 257 
258 

specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV), for SSM and 259 
NCBA are very high close to 100%. The accuracy of SSM is 90% (87%–93%), while the accuracy 260 
of NCBA is 100% (99%-100%). Given the sample size and nature of the collected samples, the 261 
calculated prevalence for this cohort of patients is 16% (80 out of 500). 262 

Table 1. Results using Xpert MTB/RIF as the gold standard for true tuberculosis (TB) 
cases and non-TB cases. 

SSM Test 

True TB 

cases 

Non-TB 

cases NCBA Test 

True TB 

cases 

Non-TB 

cases 

Positive test 32 0 Positive test 80 0 

Negative test 48 420 Negative test 0 420 

 263 

Table 2. Comparison of diagnostic performance. 264 

Technique Xpert MTB/RIF as the gold standard, % (95% CI)    

 Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy 

SSM Test 40 (29–52) 100 (99–100) 100 90 (88–91) 90 (87–93) 

NCBA Test 100 (95–100) 100 (99–100) 100 100 100 (99–100) 

The Xpert MTB/RIF system reports bacterial load as very low, low, medium, and high. These 265 
categories were used to estimate the bacterial load in SSM and NCBA by matching the 266 
corresponding samples with the Xpert system. Table 3 shows a comparison of the detection limit 267 
and dynamic range of detection of the two techniques with respect to the Xpert system. Results 268 
from NCBA match well with the results from the Xpert MTB/RIF at all levels. On the other hand, 269 
SSM could not detect at very low level, detecting only 14% at low level, 48% at medium level, and 270 
79% at high level. Sensitivity of NCBA matches well with the Xpert system at all bacterial loads, 271 
while SSM increases linearly with increasing bacterial load (y = 0.27x – 0.33, R2 = 0.97). TB positive 272 
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samples are normally distributed around the medium level. SSM has 48% detection at the 273 
medium level, which is very close to the calculated sensitivity of 40% (29%-52%) in Table 2.  274 

Table 3. Detection limit and dynamic range of detection of the two techniques with 
respect to the Xpert MTB/RIF categories. 

 Xpert MTB/RIF Categories 
Very 
Low Low Medium High Total  

Xpert MTB/RIF  10 22 29 19 80 
NCBA 10 22 29 19 80 
SSM 0 3 14 15 32 
% Detection (NCBA/Xpert) 100% 100% 100% 100%   
% Detection (SSM/Xpert) 0% 14% 48% 79%   

Thus, with the Xpert system as the standard, the sensitivity of NCBA is in accordance with 275 
the Xpert system (100%), while SSM’s sensitivity is only 40%. NCBA could detect very low AFB 276 
concentrations at 102 CFU/mL, two orders of magnitude lower than SSM. This nanotechnology-277 
ba  USD/test), simple, and easily scalable 278 
(Figure 1). According to Nepal’s Ministry of Health, a TB diagnostic test with 70% sensitivity (and 279 
treatment cure of 85%) would save 300,000 lives over the next five years [56]. This NCBA 280 
technique has a high potential to support and transform the TB control program in Nepal and in 281 
other high-prevalence low-resource countries. Implementation in rural areas would help to 282 
increase case finding and case notification, and would support programs targeted against drug-283 
resistant TB. Nepal has close to 600 microscopy centers that can support the immediate 284 
implementation of this technology in the country. Similarly, it is applicable in many of the high 285 
TB-burden countries. This technique can be performed in rural communities and at the first point-286 
of-contact by patients in the healthcare system. Results are obtained in less than 30 min, allowing 287 
for a quick turnaround time for treatment in a single clinical encounter. Desikan 2013 288 
hypothesized that a universally accessible and rapid detection method with a sensitivity of 85% 289 
and specificity of 97% could potentially save 392,000 lives annually worldwide [32]. Thus, the 290 
developed NCBA technology may enhance the “End TB Strategy” towards a TB-free world. 291 

 292 

 293 

 294 

 295 

 296 

 297 
Figure 2. 298 
of the bright field microscope. A) TB positive sample (clumped red GMNP-AFB complex 299 
surrounded by brown GMNPs). B) TB negative sample (dispersed brown GMNP). C) Schematic 300 
of smartphone app for image processing and display of test results.  301 

2.2 Alerting mercury exposure in artisanal gold mining communities  302 

In South America, Africa, and Asia, millions of individuals are exposed to dangerous levels 303 
of mercury concentrations as a result of Artisanal Small-Scale Gold Mining (ASGM) [57]. ASGM 304 

A B
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is a rudimentary gold mining approach performed by individuals or groups with little or no 305 
mechanization, often in informal (illegal) operational settings with toxic chemicals [58]. ASGM is 306 
composed of three main steps: crushing the ore into fines, mixing the fines with liquid mercury, 307 
and separating the mercury from gold by evaporating the mercury [59]. Often in unregulated 308 
occupational conditions, workers perform mercury evaporation using open pit, which not only 309 
has severe adverse health effects for the workers that inhale the mercury vapor but also releases 310 
the toxic vapor into the environment. ASGM recently exceeded combustion of coal as the leading 311 
anthropogenic source for mercury emissions globally [60]. Risk of exposure to mercury can lead 312 
to detrimental effects on the nervous, immune, reproductive, and digestive systems, induce 313 
infertility, reduce mental function, and kidney failure [61-65]. 314 

The global responsibility for reducing mercury emissions was recognized by the Minamata 315 
Convention in Switzerland in 2013. At the convention, over 140 countries signed a treaty 316 
committing to protect human health from mercury exposure [60]. The signatory countries 317 
pledged to “ban new mercury mines, phase-out existing mines, ensure the phase out and phase 318 
down of mercury use in a number of products and processes, develop control measures for 319 
emissions, and regulate the informal sector of ASGM” [60]. In order to mitigate mercury exposure 320 
and regulate mining operations, it is prudent for marginalized communities to monitor the 321 
presence of mercury in their water through low-cost, rapid, and facile devices.   322 

Several analytical methods have been developed for mercury determination in water. 323 
Standard laboratory techniques include cold vapor atomic absorption spectroscopy (CV-AAS) 324 
[66, 67], cold vapor-atomic fluorescence spectrometry (CV-AFS) [68, 69] and inductively coupled 325 
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) [70, 71]. These spectroscopic techniques are highly sensitive 326 
and accurate but are often impractical for environmental applications due to the high cost of 327 
analysis. In addition, these standard methods require extensive user training, and the results 328 
often require days or even weeks to produce results, making them less suitable for rural 329 
communities [72-74]. Some field capable units are commercially available, namely based on direct 330 
mercury analysis (DMA) and handheld nanosensors/biosensors [75, 76]. DMA is based on the 331 
principle of thermal decomposition (vaporization), followed by amalgamation and subsequent 332 
atomic absorption spectroscopy. While extremely accurate, DMA is cost prohibitive for low-333 
income communities since commercial prices of US-manufactured equipment range between 334 
$13k and $30k USD. Perhaps inexpensive nanosensors/biosensors coupled with low-cost 335 
electrochemical techniques on portable devices are likely to be more suitable as a tool for on-site 336 
analysis of mercury, especially where ASGM is in practice.  337 

While there are many types of transduction methods for low-cost determination of mercury, 338 
electrochemical methods are sensitive and quantitative, and may be the mechanism of choice for 339 
cost-effective rapid detection in the field [77]. The most common electrochemical method for ionic 340 
mercury detection is anodic linear stripping voltammetry (ASV) techniques [72, 78]. ASV is a two-341 
step method of deposition/accumulation during reduction of mercury ions and stripping during 342 
oxidation of mercury ions along the surface of the electrode. As the mass transfer limit is reached 343 
in the reaction, the oxidative current forms a well-defined peak, which can be used to calculate 344 
the concentration of mercury in the sample [79]. The efficiency of any electrochemical stripping 345 
test can be determined by calculating the percent change in oxidative current relative to baseline.  346 

Carbon-based nanomaterials are a popular choice for improving electrochemical detection 347 
of mercury, as this type of materials exhibit high surface area, strong mechanical strength, 348 
excellent thermal conductivity, and high conductivity [80-81]. Some of the carbon nanomaterials 349 
in recent literature include glassy carbon [83, 84], carbon nanotubes [85], graphene [86], and 350 
reduced graphene oxide [87]. While each of these nanocarbon materials is efficient for mercury 351 
detection via stripping voltammetry, some of the materials are complicated to fabricate and 352 
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exhibit poor water solubility [88]. Among carbon nanomaterials, graphene and reduced graphene 353 
oxide (rGO) have the highest water solubility, and one of the lowest fabrication costs. For these 354 
reasons, there is a growing trend to develop disposable, low-cost, graphene-based electrodes for 355 
field applications.  356 

Examples of low-cost graphene electrodes include screen-printed electrodes and conductive 357 
paper and plastic [72, 89].  In 2014, Lin et al. (2014) [90] discovered a low-cost, one-step, 358 
conductive material when reducing graphene on a commercial polymer with a carbon dioxide 359 
infrared laser. Since then, multiple researchers have shown that laser scribing could be used for 360 
designing electrodes to sense biomolecules using infrared and ultra-violet light lasers [91-94]. 361 
While graphene is indeed a useful material in sensing, one of the problems is the tendency of 362 
graphene and graphene oxide for binding a host of materials in aqueous phase [95]. For this 363 
reason, sensor labs typically metallize graphene electrodes with a noble metal that has a specific 364 
interaction with mercury ions. These metals can be deposited using simple electrodeposition 365 
methods, or advanced techniques such as pulsed sonoelectrodeposition [96]. Recently, 366 
Abdelbasir et al. 2018 [97] showed that copper nanoparticles recovered from waste cables can be 367 
used to detect ionic mercury using linear sweep stripping voltammetry (LSSV).   368 

Low-cost, portable, mobile phone-based acquisition systems have been developed for 369 
mercury analysis in the field [98]. While this is significant for deploying sensors in low-income 370 
regions, the inexpensive-portable sensor-systems lack data analytics capability to transform the 371 
data into meaningful information which could be useful for the user. For example, the maximum 372 
concentration level for inorganic mercury in drinking water is 6 ppb [99]. However, bodyweight, 373 
ingestion rate, length of exposure, form and pathway of the contaminant, health of the individual, 374 
and concentration of mercury influences the degree of mercury toxicity [101-102]. Thus, a SNAPS 375 
tool may assist communities in acquiring data and extracting actionable information for decision 376 
support.  377 

Our group is currently working on developing the SNAPS platform for estimating the 378 
toxicity risk associated with the ingestion of mercury-contaminated water. This SNAPS platform 379 
is composed of a disposable graphene-nanocopper sensor coupled with a low-cost handheld 380 
potentiostat, and a smartphone. The working mechanism of the platform starts with the detection 381 
of mercury present in the sample using the graphene-nanocopper sensor. Next, selective 382 
electrochemical interactions between mercury and the electrode generates an electrical signal. 383 
The electrical signal is acquired and processed by the potentiostat to produce a current output. 384 
Then, computer software records the current output and transforms it into concentration data via 385 
calibration curves. Finally, a smartphone app is used by the user to enter the data for the 386 
following parameters: mercury concentration in water (from the sensor), bodyweight of the user, 387 
water ingestion rate, and length of exposure. Based on these parameters, the app runs an 388 
algorithm that includes a hazard quotient formula to generate an estimation of the risk of toxicity 389 
for the user [103-106]. 390 

We recently conducted a proof-of-concept demonstration of this SNAPS platform in a rural 391 
area that has been dramatically impacted by ASGM, known as La Toma in Cauca, Colombia. 392 
Even though this SNAPS platform is in an early stage of development, it represents an example 393 
of how rural communities in developing countries may use sensors as a service to access data on 394 
mobile devices and extract actionable information to help make informed decisions. Figure 3 395 
shows the progression of the proof-of-concept demonstration of the technology. 396 

Mercury enters natural aquatic systems primarily due to the burning of mercury amalgam during 397 
the extraction of gold from raw ore. 398 
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 399 
Figure 3. Demonstration of SNAPS tool for assessing risk due to inadvertent consumption 400 

of mercury in drinking water for gold mining communities in Colombia. The first step was to (A) 401 
characterize the local socioeconomic dynamics and (B) identify related routes of mercury 402 
exposure (in this case from smelting of amalgam). (C) Together with community members, we 403 
collected samples from local water sources. (D) These samples were tested with nanomaterial-404 
enabled sensors. (D) Concentration data derived from sensors was transformed into customized 405 
information about toxicity risk for specific user groups using a mobile app.  406 

3. Can we overcome the economic barriers for distributing diagnostic tools in low-income 407 
settings?  408 

Framing the issue of diagnostic tools in the context of technology leads us to recognize a vast 409 
spectrum. On one hand, ideas about telemedicine proposed about 100 years ago [107], and on the 410 
other hand, milestones in computational speed from about 100 days ago [108]. It may be 411 
justifiable to suggest that technological barriers may not be the primary reason why many 412 
diagnostic tools are still absent from communities under economic constraint. The powerful 413 
incentive of lucrative profitability, in the short term, may not be realized by serving impoverished 414 
regions.  415 

Transaction cost [109] may be the over-arching factor which may have multiple 416 
interpretations [110] but appears to be the economic barrier with respect to the reasons why 417 
accelerating the rate of diffusion of diagnostic tools in distressed communities continues to pose 418 
difficult challenges [111-113]. We must focus on value to the user or the extent of the benefit to 419 
the beneficiary’s environment and/or ecosystem (for example, early diagnosis of tuberculosis in 420 
a patient may save the entire village from infection and epidemic). However, delivery of value is 421 
inextricably linked to cost, unless it is aimed to deliver philosophical or mythical messages [114]. 422 

In over-simplified terms, the convergence of the cost of the product and the cost to deliver 423 
the service contributes to transaction cost [115]. A plethora of costs and cost-incurring processes 424 
are involved but we shall bypass the details. The physical product (in this case is the sensor) and 425 
the service is the solution delivery (SNAPS). Academics cannot control cost, but their contribution 426 
can impact implementation and use. A low-cost sensor from a lab must be manufactured, 427 
calibrated, evaluated and sufficiently scaled if the outcome can still be claimed as a “low-cost” 428 
sensor, capable of delivering value with respect to maintaining a certain pre-agreed quality of 429 
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service (QoS) in keeping with the key performance indicators (KPI) that the users desire, demand 430 
or deem necessary.  431 

In addition, a working sensor delivered to a user is useless without a visualization system to 432 
capture the data from the sensor. Stand-alone visualization devices (for example, blood glucose 433 
home monitors with dedicated devices to read the blood glucose strip and deliver data readout) 434 
will add inordinate cost to the system. The alternative is to use a mobile phone as a platform to 435 
visualize the data from the sensor. Signal transduction from the sensor to the mobile phone calls 436 
for multiple layers of tools, technology and software (middleware), in addition to the functional 437 
use of a mobile phone. The presence of a mobile phone in any environment is contingent upon 438 
available cellular and/or wireless infrastructure to support its use. It may not be prudent to 439 
assume the presence of telecommunications infrastructure despite the penetration of such 440 
services, globally [116-119]. Thus, even if a working sensor is at hand, the obvious process of 441 
signal to data transition and visualization of the data involves multiple layers of capital expenses 442 
(infrastructure cost) as well as associated technologies and software. 443 

Assuming that the above layers are in working order, the sensor data meets a “dead end” 444 
upon data visualization. A number (with units) is only meaningful if there is a relevant 445 
framework for interpreting such data, for example, the combination of sensor data from mercury 446 
contamination expressed in terms of a hazard quotient score, which uses other vital pieces of 447 
information to assess health risk. It is the delivery of information based on sensor data that drives 448 
value. Taken together, the physical product is no longer the focal point of value. Information 449 
pertaining to the health of the user is the service which delivers value to the user. Transaction 450 
cost, therefore, is no longer a product-based entity but the cost of service which must be feasible 451 
for the service to be delivered, disseminated, and adopted by a community. 452 

Overcoming the economic barriers to deliver SNAPS will be virtually impossible if the 453 
chasm between product and service continues to overshadow the concept of value delivery to the 454 
user. The economic principle, which may work in impoverished nations, is rooted in micro-455 
finance and micro-payments with low transaction costs [120, 121]. The paradigm shift from 456 
“product sales” to delivery of “service” involves combining the product with resources 457 
(including retail mobile banking, infrastructure, telecommunications, cybersecurity, customer 458 
service). Users pay only when they use the service. The latter lowers the transaction cost and 459 
hence the barrier to entry into vast markets of low-income users. Not the product, but the user 460 
experience is the pivotal fulcrum for the inversion of traditional business models in the era of the 461 
internet of things (IoT) [122]. 462 

The PAPPU model was epitomized by the plain old telephone system (POTS), where the 463 
user paid only the “charge per call” which was reasonably affordable even if the per capita 464 
income was low. In this paper we advocate for PAPPU as a metaphor for ethical profitability 465 
through social business models. In principle, the user may pay a penny for each use of a SNAP 466 
(suggested but not restricted to one penny). The “penny” is a placeholder for the financial design 467 
of an ultra low-cost nano-payment model, which, in the real world may represent one Rupee 468 
(INR), one Yuan (CNY, RMB) or one Peso (COP). The PAPPU metaphor may evolve to become 469 
the generalized monetization mantra signifying pay-a-price-per-unit wherever the principles of 470 
IoT may be deployed or embedded as a digital by design metaphor including ubiquitous sensing. 471 
The diffusion of connectivity may serve as a tool and IoT may be catalytic as a platform to better 472 
facilitate the practice of equality, equity and égalité. PAPPU offers an economic instrument for 473 
businesses to build a profit model based on economies of scale to serve low-income communities 474 
and abide by ethical profitability. PAPPU offers an alternative strategy for enterprises and 475 
businesses who are seeking to engage with the next billion users, albeit profitably, but within the 476 
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realms of ethical profitability which can be sustained by the per capita income of these 477 
communities.  478 

The concomitant growth of infrastructure (for example, affordable access to low latency, 479 
reduced jitter, high bandwidth wireless telecommunications, 5G, trusted mobile banking) may 480 
be necessary to pave the road for pursuit of PAPPU. The ability to escape the dead weight of old 481 
technology in the developing world may accelerate the implementation of PAPPU as an integral 482 
part of the socio-economic fabric of a product-less, service-based economy where payment per 483 
unit of service (1 liter of municipal water, 1 kilo-watt hour of energy, 1 gallon of sanitation waste) 484 
may become the new normal. 485 

Implementing PAPPU may require alliances or public-private partnerships or global 486 
consortia with an altruistic fervor to pay and pave for the synergistic integration necessary, to 487 
promote SNAPS as a service in low-income communities. The challenge is to bring to the table 488 
global organizations, benevolent individuals and thoughtful governments, who may choose to 489 
lead this effort to channel science to serve society, for the less fortunate. We need new eyes, 490 
unbridled imagination and moral fabric of synergistic solutions that can wrap around, not to 491 
isolate, but to protect, provide and promote acceptable solutions for remediable injustices. 492 

4.Social and ethical considerations for the development and implementation of SNAPS  493 

Cultural and ethical considerations are inextricably linked with the transformation of SNAPS 494 
from an academic vision to real-world implementations which may actually help people. 495 
Academics must remain cognizant of their ethical responsibility to discourage misapplication and 496 
dissemination of misinformation about their inventions. In this section, we attempt to analyze 497 
some potential interactions between the social and technological domains, as well as how 498 
democratic approaches for technology creation and diffusion could favor the improvement of 499 
health outcomes for disadvantaged communities. 500 

Since the introduction of the technology acceptance model (TAM) decades ago, several extended 501 
versions of this archetype have been proposed to elaborate a more comprehensive framework for 502 
predicting people’s intention to use a particular product or service [123-125]. TAM and its 503 
variants have served as the guiding rationale behind R&D for a variety of commercial 504 
technologies that are mass-produced, including healthcare devices [126]. However, it may be 505 
inadequate in the context of technology development for low-income communities [127]. It is 506 
worth noting that the ultimate goal of TAM and related models is to forecast user behavior across 507 
a broad range of consumer populations, which means that the model focuses on highly generic 508 
predictors of technology acceptance. For instance, TAM does not explicitly include any cultural 509 
or social variables, which is a significant limitation since social constructs may contribute 510 
significantly to the variance in users’ attitudes towards technology [125, 128]. However, the goal 511 
of the SNAPS with PAPPU concept is to provide an affordable sensor-analytics service platform 512 
to support decision-making and enhancement of health outcomes for economically challenged 513 
groups. Thus, a useful model to guide the development of SNAPS should include bi-directional 514 
communication between researchers and users, and perhaps motivate researchers and users to 515 
change or adapt or better inform their behavior [129].  516 

Trust in the technology [130] is quintessential for adoption and continued use because 517 
technology could be equally euphemistic for a double-edged sword [131, 132]. Driving positive 518 
impacts from the introduction of SNAPS in low-income regions may involve not only the 519 
transfer of fully functional technology but also the empowerment of the beneficiary 520 
communities by enabling local mastery of the technology along with the possibility to 521 
reproduce and even adapt the technology to the local conditions. We believe this open-source 522 
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approach to technology adoption is auspicious for supporting marginalized communities, 523 
especially when trying to avoid the known failures of the charitable approach of technology 524 
leapfrogging. For example, the WHO estimates that only 10-30% of the medical devices donated 525 
to developing countries are used as intended; the remaining 70-90% end-up being dumped in 526 
landfills, thus contributing to more pollution problems and environmental health risks [133]. 527 
This situation is explained not only by the incompatibility of the technology with the locally 528 
available infrastructure, but also to the lack of local capacity to adapt or fix the donated devices 529 
once they break [134]. Additionally, dependence on foreign technologies could lead to an 530 
imbalance of power in which the users have no option other than relying on the willingness of 531 
external entities to continue to deliver much-needed technology in their regions. Thus, if the 532 
goal is to make technology work effectively on behalf of society, we must divert from the 533 
mainstream handed-down from the top approach and enable society to create and transform 534 
technology in meaningful ways, in dispersed regions, and from the bottom-up. 535 

Engaging the community through operational transparency may prevent public anxiety and 536 
may also facilitate proper implementation of the technology. Users’ understanding of the 537 
limitations and potential risks associated with SNAPS could be vital for setting clear expectations 538 
about SNAPS-assisted testing while avoiding misapplications of the technology. As Wallace et 539 
al. point out, misuse of many direct-to-consumer screening tests could have caused an 540 
unnecessary increase in healthcare costs due to people’s overreaction to inaccurate readings from 541 
direct-to-consumer screening tests, and their subsequent demand for further testing with 542 
advanced clinical technology [130]. However, this concern is mostly relevant for developed 543 
countries in which people have access to healthcare systems where clinical testing is readily 544 
available for patients. In low-income settings, such as remote rural areas in developing countries, 545 
health care services are often dysfunctional or completely inaccessible. For marginalized 546 
communities, information from SNAPS could instead drive actions aimed at limiting the 547 
exposure to harmful biological vectors and chemical agents. Thus, communities living in 548 
territories that suffer from prolonged government abandonment could greatly benefit from the 549 
democratic adoption of SNAPS to make informed decisions and solve their problems with more 550 
autonomy. Nonetheless, we agree that transparency and accountability in technology 551 
deployment are paramount for protecting the users’ rights and integrity.  552 

5. Conclusions  553 

Monitoring environmental contamination is essential to protect the public from diseases and 554 
other health issues. This monitoring requires accurate and accessible detection technologies to 555 
ensure quality control and early warning capabilities for users to minimize negative impacts 556 
(Figure 4). The framework of SNAPS with PAPUU have the potential to pave the way for 557 
economically viable systems that can potentially be applied as tools for reducing local 558 
environmental risks and mitigate health problems that derive from them. We envision that the 559 
use of SNAPS will increase low-income communities’ participation in the public/government 560 
planning process by providing data they can use to fight for their right to public health care, 561 
clean water and adequate sanitation. By bridging smart technology with basic needs and public 562 
health, SNAPS will advance our understanding of how information can change public 563 
participation, having low-income communities’ representatives as ‘change agents’ that 564 
influence public policies and planning. These communities’ representatives benefit from rights-565 
based arguments, evidence-based research, and effective data analyses. SNAPS have the 566 
potential to serve as an illustration of how empowering impoverished communities in their 567 
local context, can strengthen democratic practice in their region. Grounded on an integrated 568 
perspective that takes into account cultural and ethical considerations, we foresee that SNAPS 569 
will shed some light to improve implementation of public health plans in underserved 570 
communities by increasing public participation in planning. Moreover, SNAPS could 571 
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potentially become a new approach to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development 572 
Goals 3 and 6: ensure healthy lives and promoting the well-being at all ages and ensure access 573 
to water and sanitation for all, respectively. Furthermore, it would also help empower 574 
impoverished communities to obtain the rights they have been promised such as basic 575 
sanitation, clean water, and adequate health care services. 576 

 577 

 578 

Figure 4. SNAPS converges with PAPPU to establish a framework for sensor-as-a-service. The 579 
paradigm is rooted in economic, ethical, cultural, and environmental core values that 580 
synergistically act as a catalyst for the democratization of healthcare in underserved 581 

communities, 582 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: title, 583 
Table S1: title, Video S1: title.  584 
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ABSTRACT                                                                                                                                                                                                                

P3 is a petri dish brimming with questions. This essay does not provide answers but suggestions 
to explore. This essay may not instruct, educate or teach, but may swing the proverbial pendulum with 
sufficient motion to discuss business to consumer services. The reader may ponder about the amorphous 
questions or wonder in confusion, ambiguity and uncertainty. This essay breaks with the status quo and 
indulges orthogonal, non-linear and asymmetric information arbitrage. This essay is not an attempt to 
be correct or right. This essay is a seed, sterile unless cultivated or you can bury it (but it may grow). This 
essay aspires to inform that tools and data related to the affluent world are not a template to be “copied” 
or applied to systems in the remaining (80%) parts of the world with economic constraints and cultural 
preferences. We need different thinking that resists the inclination of the affluent 20% of the world to 
treat the rest of the world (80% of the population) just as a market. The 80/20 distribution evokes the 
Pareto1 theme in this essay. On reflection (see “END NOTE”), it is unclear what this essay contributes. 
 

 
CONTEXT                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 

Since 1999, the concept of the internet of things (IoT) was nurtured as a marketing term2 which 
may have succinctly captured the idea of data about objects stored on the internet3 in the networked 
physical world. The idea evolved while transforming the use of RFID (radio frequency identification) 
where an alphanumeric unique identifier (64-bit EPC4 or electronic product code) was stored on the 
chip (tag5) but the volume of raw data was stored on the internet, yet inextricably and uniquely linked 
via the EPC, in a manner resembling the structure of internet protocols6 (64-bit IPv4 and 128-bit IPv67). 
IoT and later, cloud of data8, were metaphors for ubiquitous connectivity and concepts originating from 
ubiquitous computing, a term introduced by Mark Weiser9 in 1998. The underlying importance of data 
from connected objects and processes usurped the term big data10 and then twisted the sound bites to 
create the artificial myth of “Big Data” sponsored and accelerated by consulting companies. The global 
drive to get ahead of the “Big Data” tsunami, flooded both businesses and governments, big and small. 
The chatter about big data garnished with dollops of AI became parlor talk among fish mongers11 and 
gold miners, inviting the sardonicism of doublespeak, peppered in this essay. 

 

Much to the chagrin of the thinkers, the laissez-faire approach to IoT percolated by the tinkerers 
over-shadowed hard facts. The “quick & dirty” anti-intellectual chaos adumbrated the artefact-fueled 
exploding frenzy for new revenue from “IoT Practice” which spawned greed in the consulting12 world. 
The cacophony of IoT in the market13 is a result of that unstoppable transmutation of disingenuous 
tabloid fodder to veritable truth, catalyzed by pseudo-science hacks, social gurus and glib publicity 
campaigns to drum up draconian “dollar-sign-dangling” predictions14 about “trillions of things 
connected to the internet” to feed mass hysteria, to bolster consumption. Few ventured to correct the 
facts and point out that connectivity without discovery is a diabolical tragedy of egregious errors. Even 
fewer recognized that the idea of IoT is not a point but an ecosystem, where collaboration adds value. 
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The corporate orchestration of the digital by design metaphor of IoT was warped solely to create 
demand for sales by falsely amplifying the lure of increasing performance, productivity and profit, far 
beyond the potential digital transformation could deliver by embracing the rational principles of IoT. 

 

Ubiquitous connectivity is associated with high cost of products (capex or capital expense) but 
extraction of "value" to generate ROI (return on investment) rests on the ability to implement SARA, a 
derivative of the PEAS paradigm (see Fig 6 and 7). SARA - Sense, Analyze, Respond, Actuate – is not a 
linear concept. Data and decisions necessary for SARA makes the conceptual illustration more akin to 
The Sara Cycle, perhaps best illustrated by the analogy to the Krebs15 Cycle, an instance of bio-mimicry. 
Data and decisions constantly influence, optimize, re-configure, and change the parameters associated 
with, when to sense, what to analyze, how to respond and where to actuate or auto-actuate. Combining 
SARA with the metaphor of IoT by design may help to ask these questions, with precision and accuracy. 
 

It is hardly necessary to over-emphasize the value of the correct questions for each element of 
SARA in a matrix of connected objects, relevant entities which can be discovered, distributed nodes, 
related processes and desired outcomes. Strategic inclusion of SARA guides key performance indicators. 
Lucidity and clarity of thoughtful integration of digital by design idea is key to reconfiguring operations 
management. Execution and embedding SARA is not a systems integration task but rather a fine-tuned 
synergistic integration based on the weighted combination of dependencies in the SARA matrix. Failure to 
grasp the role of data and semantics of queries, in the context of KPI (key performance indicators) may 
increase transaction costs, reduce the value proposition for customers and obliterate ROI or profitability. 

 
 

 

Figure 0 - From the annals16 of the march of unreason: Internet of things: $8.9 trillion market in 2020, 
212 billion connected things. It is blasphemous and heretical to suggest that this a research17 outcome. 
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This essay meanders, not always aimlessly, around discussions involving data and decision. It 
also oscillates, albeit asynchronously, between a broad spectrum of haphazard realities or “dots” which 
may be more about esoteric analysis rather than focusing on delivering real-world value. In part, this 
discussion questions the barriers to the rate of diffusion of technologies in underserved communities. 
Can implementing simple tools act as affordable catalysts? Can it lift the quality of life, in less affluent 
societies, by enabling meaningful use of data, perhaps small data, at the right time, at the lowest cost?  

 

The extremely non-linear business of delivering tools and technologies makes it imperative to 
consider the trinity of systems integration, standards and interoperability. We advocate that businesses 
may wish to gradually dis-engage with the product mind-set (sensors, hardware, software) and engage in 
the ecosystem necessary to deliver services to communities. The delivery of service to the end-user must 
be synergized. Hence, system integration may be a subset of synergistic integration. But, before we can 
view this “whole” it is better to understand the coalition of cyber (data) with the physical (parts). In 
many ways, this discussion is about cyberphysical systems (CPS) but not for lofty purposes, such as 
landing on Mars, but for simple living, on Earth.   
 
 

MODELS IN THE BACKGROUND 

Because it may be difficult to grasp the whole, we tend to focus on the part, and parts, closest to 
our comfort zone, in our area of interest. This reductionist approach may be necessary ab initio but 
rarely yields a solution, per se. Reconstruction requires synthesis and synergy, the global glue which 
underlies mass adoption and diffusion, of tools, in an age of integration, which, itself, is a khichuri18 of 
parts, some known (industrial age, information age, systems age) and others, parts unknown.  

Divide and conquer still remains a robust adage. It may be the philosophical foundation of 
reductionism. The latter has rewarded us with immense gains in knowledge and the wisdom as to why 
this modus operandi is sine qua non. For example, the pea plant (Pisum sativum) unleashed the cryptic 
principles of genetics19 and unicellular bacteria shed light on normal physiological underpinnings of 
feedback control20 common in genetic circuits as well as regulatory networks for maintenance and 
optimization of biological homeostasis, quintessential for health and healthcare in humans and animals. 
Cancer biology was transformed by Renato Dulbecco21 by reducing the multi-factorial complexity of 
human cancer research to focus on a single gene model (SV40 large T-antigen) from Papova viruses.  

Biomimicry also inspired the creation of better machines and systems22, using the principles and 
practice of control theory borrowed from science, strengthened by mathematics and successfully 
integrated with design and manufacturing, by engineers. An early convergence23 of control theory with 
communication may be found in the 1948 treatise “Cybernetics” by Norbert Wiener24 (who may have 
borrowed25 the word “cybernétique” proposed by the French physicist and mathematician André-Marie 
Ampère26 to design the then non-existent science of process control). 
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In other examples of ‘divide and conquer’ the theoretical duo “Alice and Bob” is at the core27 of 
cryptography28 as well as the game theoretic29 approach30 to “prisoner’s dilemma” which has influenced 
business strategies31 and now it is spilling over to knowledge graph32 databases. The simple concept of a 
lone travelling salesman proposed by Euler in 1759 appears to have evolved33 as the bread and butter of 
most optimization engines, which, when considered together with data and information, continues to 
improve decision support systems (DSS) in manufacturing, retail, transportation, logistics34 and 
omnipresent supply chain35 networks, almost in every vertical. 

 

 

Figure 1 - A Century of Convergence  The Composition and Structure of Cybernetics [22] 

 

The purpose of these disparate examples are to emphasize the notion that there are fundamental 
units of activity or models or set(s) of patterns or certain basic behavioral criteria (for lack of a better 
descriptive term) that underlie most actions and reactions. When taken apart or sufficiently reduced, we 
may observe these as isolated units or patterns or models of rudimentary entities. When combined, these 
simple models/units/patterns/elements can generate an almost unlimited variety of system behaviors 
observed on grand scales. When viewing the massive scale of systems from the “top” it may be quite 
counter-intuitive to imagine that the observed manifestations are due to a few or a relatively small group 
of universal ‘truths’ which we refer to as models, units, rules, logic, patterns, elements or behaviors. To 
further illustrate this perspective, consider petals (flowers), pineapple (fruit) and pyramids. The variation 
between and within these three very different examples may boil down to Fibonacci36 numbers, fractal37 
dimensions and the Golden38 Ratio39 in some form, or the other. In another vein, the number, eight, 
seems to be central to atoms (octet) and an integral part of the Standard Model in physics (octonions40). 
Number 8 is revered by the Chinese due to its link with words synonymous with wealth and fortune (fa).  
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If one is still unconvinced and remain skeptical that small sets of underlying elements, generally, 
may be responsible, albeit in part, for the “big things” we consider diverse, then the “killer” example is 
that of nucleic acids, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA), made up of only five 
sub-units or molecules (Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, Thymine, Uracil). DNA and RNA serves as the 
blueprint for all humans, animals, plants, bacteria and viruses, that may ever exist. The infinite diversity 
of multi-cellular41 and uni-cellular organisms, whose creation is instructed by a combination of these 5 
molecules in DNA and RNA, may vastly exceed 5x1030 (5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00042). 
The known exception to the DNA-RNA dogma may be the case for prions43 which uses proteins44 as 
the transmissible macromolecule. 

Parallel examples can be drawn from physical sciences. Large scale system behaviors can be 
reduced and mapped to simple models. Combination of these simple models, with widely different 
microscopic details, applies to, and generates, large set of possible systems45 and system of systems. 
Another example of “hidden complementarities” emerged from cryptic mathematical bridge embedded 
in natural sciences. It is now established that eigenvectors may be computed46 using information about 
eigenvalues. Students are still taught that eigenvectors and eigenvalues are independent, and must be 
calculated separately starting from rows and columns of the matrix. Mathematicians authored papers in 
related fields47 yet none “connected the dots” between eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The insight that 
eigenvalues of the minor matrix encode hidden information may not be entirely new48 but was neither 
understood nor articulated. The relationship of centuries-old mathematical objects49 ultimately came 
from physicists. Nature inspires mathematical thinking because mathematics thrives when connected to 
nature. Grasping these connections enables humans to create tools to mimic nature (bio-mimicry). 

 

 

Figure 2 – Only a few 
models may capture the 
behavior of a wide range 
of systems, underlies the 
idea of universality26 
(models illustrated in 
this figure: Gaussian 
distribution, wave 
motion, order to 
disorder transitions, 
Turing patterns, fluid 
flow described by 
Navier-Stokes equations, 
and attractor dynamics).  
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PROBLEM SPACE: ARE WE ASKING THE CORRECT QUESTIONS? 

 The lengthy and winding preface [to the problem at hand (D6)] is presented to substantiate the 
opinion that there may be a disconnect between the volume of data we have generated as a result of the 
“information age” versus the lack lustre gains in performance, as estimated by the productivity50 index. 
Currently, we may have ~2.7 zettabytes51 (2.7 billion terabytes) of data, but some estimates claim as 
much as 33 zettabytes52 of data at hand (2018), and predicts it to reach 175 zettabytes circa 2025. 

 The deluge of data as a result of “information technology” is far greater in magnitude than the 
diffusion of electricity53 a century ago. Productivity increases due to the introduction of electricity and IT 
offer economic parallels54 but based on the magnitude of change, the short fall (in productivity) cannot 
be brushed aside by attributing the blame to mismeasurement explanations55 for the sluggish56 pace. 
Extrapolating measurements using the tools of classical productivity57 to determine the impact of IT and 
influence of data is certainly fraught with problems58 yet the incongruencies alone cannot explain the 
shrinkage. In socio-economic terms, there is a growing chasm between IT and data/information versus 
productivity, improvement in quality of life, labor, compensation59 and increases in living standards. 

 

  
 
 

Figure 3 – (LEFT) Labor-Productivity Index [60]: Has data failed to deliver? IT was billed as the bridge 
between the haves and the have-nots. General process technologies takes ~25 years to reach market 
adoption [51]. (RIGHT) Labor Productivity61 (OECD, 2018) is yet another example how the arithmetic of 
productivity (ratio between volume of output vs input) is misguided, misdiagnosed, mismeasured and 
misused as a metric of economic realities. Making Mexico (22.4) appear to be one fifth as “productive” 
as Ireland (104.1) suggests formulaic manipulations62 (GDP per hour worked, current prices, PPP). 
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 Despite trillions of dollars invested in data, digital transformation and other IT tools63 (big data, 
AI, blockchain) the perforated return on investment64 increasingly points to massive65 waste. One reason 
for this “waste” may be due to use of models of data where errors are aggregated under a generalized66 
form or variations67 of the normal (homoskedastic) distribution.  

Heteroskedasticity was addressed68 using ARCH69 (autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity70) and GARCH71 models72 (generalized ARCH). The use73 of these proven 
techniques74 for time series data (for example, sensor data showing water temperature in marine 
aquaponics75 or cold chain76 temperature log of vaccine package during transportation) in financial77 
econometrics78 may be extended. Applications in predictive79 modeling and forecasting80 techniques 
may wish to adopt these econometric tools (GARCH) as a standard, whenever time series data is used 
(for example, supply chain81 management, sensor data in health), but only if there is sufficient data 
(volume) to meet the statistical rigor necessary for successful error correction. 

Perhaps it is best to limit the post-mortem analysis of IT failures, snake-oil sales of AI82 and 
other debacles. Let us observe from this discussion that in the domain of data, and extraction of value 
from data to inform decisions, the tools of transforming data to inform decision may benefit from re-
viewing the processes and technologies with “new” eyes. Above all, we must ask, often, if we are 
pursuing the correct questions, if the tools are appropriate and rigorous. The productivity gap and 
reports of corporate waste are “sign-posts” on the road ahead, except that the signage is in the incorrect 
direction, with respect to the intended destination, that is, profit and performance. 

 

SOLUTIONS APPROACH – THE ELUSIVE QUEST TO BUILD BRIDGES BETWEEN DATA AND DECISIONS 

 There are no novel proposed solutions in this essay, only new commentary about approaches to 
solutions. The violent discord between volume of data versus veracity of decisions appears to be one 
prominent reason why the productivity gap may widen to form a chasm. The “background” section 
discussed how the reductionist approach points to simple models or underlying units or key elements, 
which, when combined, in some form, by some rules or logic, may generate large scale systems.  

 Data models83 for DBMS are very different from models in data. Pattern mining84 from data85 is 
a time-tested tool. What new features can we uncover or learn about data, from patterns? What simpler 
models or elements are cryptic in data? Are these the correct questions? If there are simpler models or 
patterns in some types of data, can we justify extrapolating these models and patterns as a general feature 
of the data?  

We have been mining for patterns and models (clustering, classification, categorization, 
principal component analysis) for decades, why haven’t we found simpler models or patterns, yet? Are 
we using the wrong tools or wrong approaches or looking at the wrong places? How rational are we in 
our search for these general/simple models in view of the fact that models of data from retail or 
manufacturing or health clinics should be quite different?  
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The lowest common denominator of simple/general models/patterns may not be an ingredient 
for building that experimental “thought” bridge. Increasing volume of data could help GARCH tools but 
appears to be on a slippery slope in terms of quality with respect to informing decision support systems 
and/or the veracity of decisions (output). Baseline data models/patterns as denominators from grocery 
shopping or dry wall manufacturing or mental health clinics should be different. In lieu of “universal” 
common denominators, we may create repertoires of domain-specific common denominators. Then, a 
comparative analysis between common denominators of retail grocery shopping model from Boston 
versus Beijing may reveal the spectrum of nutritional behaviors. If linked to eating habits, perhaps we 
can extrapolate its influence on health/mental health (additional mental health comments on page 28).  

 Domain-specific denominator models (DSDM) aren’t new. It requires an infrastructure 
approach to data analytics which needs multi-talented teams to explore almost every cross-section and 
combination of very large volumes of data, from specific domains, to identify obvious correlations as 
well as unknown/non-obvious relationships. If there is any doubt about the quality of the raw data, then 
quality control may mandate data curation. The latter alone, makes the task exponentially complex. 
Curation may introduce reasonable doubt in evaluating any outcome because the possibility exists that 
curation algorithms and associated processes were error-prone or untrustworthy (post-curation jitters). 

 Another demerit for DSDM and the idea of denominator models, in general, may be rooted in 
the “apples vs oranges” dilemma. Denominator models that underlie science and engineering systems 
are guided by natural laws, deemed rational. The quest for denominator models in data (retail, finance, 
supply chain, health, agriculture) are influenced, infected and corrupted by irrational86 human behavior. 
Rational models of irrational behavior87 may co-exist elsewhere but remains elusive for data science due 
to volatility and the vast spectrum of irrationality that may be introduced in data by human interference. 

 

 

Figure 4 – It appears that 
we have been mining for 
patterns and other simpler 
models (such as clustering, 
classification, 
categorization, regression, 
principal component 
analysis). But, have we 
found a set(s) of simpler 
models or patterns, yet, to 
test the concept of domain-
specific denominator 
models (DSDM)? 
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Perhaps the concept of DSDM, ignoring its obvious caveats, may be applied to select domains 
for specific purposes, for example, healthcare, where deliberate human interference to introduce errors 
in data is a criminal offense. Case-specific model building, and pattern recognition, may benefit from 
machine learning (ML) approaches. The latter fueled a plethora of false88 claims but real success is still a 
work in progress because the bridge between data and decisions will be perpetually under construction. 
Productivity gap and corporate waste are indicators that existing approaches (see Figure 4) are flawed, 
failing or have89 failed. We need new roads. The boundary of our thought horizon ‘map’ is in Figure 4. 
The tools are incremental variations90 garnished with gobbledygook alphabet soup. Unable91 to create 
any breakthrough, the return of seasonal “winters of AI” indicates the struggle to shed new light in this 
field since the grand edification92 during the 1950’s. Unable to cope with data challenges, hard facts93 
and difficult progress, the field offered a perfect segue for con artists and hustlers to inculcate falsehoods 
and deceive94 the market. Machine learning was substituted95 by mindless drivel from ephemeral 
captains of industry and generated hype96 from corporate97 marketing machines.  
 

AVOID THIS SPACE – THE DECEPTION SPACE 

Data consumers have been led astray by vacuous buzz words manufactured mostly by consulting 
groups. Part of the productivity gap may be due to fake news, propaganda98 and glib strategy from smug 
consultants to coerce large contracts with cryptic “billable hours” to help “monetize” false promises due 
to “big” data, fabricated99 claims100 of “intelligence” in artificial intelligence101 and deliberately conniving 
misrepresentations102 of “blockchain” as a panacea103 for all problems104 including basic food safety and 
security. Callous and myopic funding agencies invested billions in academic105 industry partnerships to 
fuel banal R&D efforts orchestrated by corporate collusion106 and perhaps107 criminal108 practices. 
Abominable predatory practices on display in Africa are disguised under the “smart cities” marketing 
campaign to mayors of African cities, which cannot even provide clean drinking water to its residents. 
Vultures from the industry109 are selling mayors of African cities surveillance technology and AI in the 
name of cameras for smart city safety and security. These behemoths are cognizant as to how autocrats 
use data as an ammunition to plan and justify abuse of its citizens, through algorithms of repression. 
 

EXPLORE THE SOLUTION SPACE – NECESSARY TO ASK QUESTIONS THAT MAY NOT HAVE ANSWERS, YET 

Uploading data from nodes along a variety of supply chains is an enormous undertaking given 
trillions of interconnected processes and billions of nodes with extraordinarily diverse categories of 
potential data streams, with different security mandates, for example, [a] sensor data about heavy metal 
(mercury) contamination in water used for irrigation, [b] near real-time respiratory rate of patient with 
COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) under remote monitoring telemedicine in rural nursing 
home, and [c] automated check-out scan data from retail grocery store sales, of fast moving consumer 
goods, contracted for replenishment (penalty for out of stock) under vendor managed inventory (VMI). 
The e-tail revolution is creative supply chain optimization and reducing retail information asymmetry.  
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Transforming data and data analytics to inform decision support for small cross-sections of 
examples cited, here, may be theoretically easy in “power point” diagrams  which “connects” nodes and 
integrate decisions which circle back to optimize processes, using pixels. The reality may be different. 

Aggregating data, from various nodes, sub-nodes, devices and processes, on a platform, to 
enable collective evaluation of dependencies, which could influence outcomes/decisions, may be not 
only beneficial, but must be mandatory for certain domains, for example, healthcare110 and clinical111 
environments where patient safety112 must be of paramount importance. 

Any one standard platform approach is unlikely to succeed. But a platform approach is probably 
rational. Multiple segments, on standard (open) platforms, with secure, yet selective interoperable data 
exchange, between platforms, may address a few challenges. Bringing together various options with 
respect to data acquisition and analytics, begins to catalyze information flow, decision support and 
meaningful 113 use of data114. This suggestion is a few decades old, but not yet a trend, in practice. The 
drive to connect data was accelerated by the introduction of the concept of the internet of things115 (IoT). 
Platform116 efforts117 are addressing data118 upload from devices and sensors119 (Figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 5 – National and international consortiums, in partnership with large and small software 
companies, are addressing data acquisition and aggregation. In this example, Tangle appears to be a data 
aggregation platform (example shows data from a temperature sensor) which can serve data analytics 
engines to extract information (if data contains information). Replication of “Tangle” for various 
verticals (retail, health, logistics) and the ability to use open data distribution services120 may facilitate 
interoperability between data “holding” services like Tangle. When coupled with supply chain track and 
trace systems, a retail store (Target, Tesco, Metro, Ahold) can use Tangle data to inform a customer that 
the One-Touch blood glucose testing strip (healthcare product manufactured by J&J) will arrive at the 
store (3rd party logistics provider and distribution transportation service) on Monday by 2am and 
placed on store shelf by 530am (retail store replenishment planning) or delivered to the customer on 
Tuesday before 9am (online fulfillment services). Any data can be uploaded/downloaded from Tangle. 
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SOLUTION ECONOMY – WILL WE EVER GET THERE? 
 There aren’t any silver bullets and one shoe doesn’t fit121 all. If we focus on the data to decision 
process, alone, in any vertical or domain, the variations of analysis and analytics may be astronomical. 
Initial investments necessary for these endeavors almost guarantees that the extracted value from data 
(and relevant information) may not be democratized or made functionally available to the less fortunate. 
In principle, the outcome from data to decisions, when appropriate, must be sufficiently distributed and 
democratized to provide value for communities under economic constraints. Any meaningful solution, 
therefore, is not a scientific or engineering outcome, alone, but must be combined with the economics of 
technology122 which must be a catalyst for implementation and adoption by the masses, if transaction 
costs123 can be sustained by the community of users. 

The economic principle for impoverished environments may be rooted in micro-finance124 and 
micro-payments125 with low transaction costs (the downside: misinformation126 can be propagated and 
disseminated at low cost, too). By eliminating classical “product sales” the focus shifts to delivery of 
“service” which is a package of the product plus other resources (retail mobile banking, infrastructure, 
telecommunications, cybersecurity127, security128, customer service). Users pay (pennies) only when they 
use the service. PAPPU129 (pay-a-penny-per-use or pay-a-price-per-unit) is a metaphor for economic 
instruments to lower the barrier to entry into markets with billions of users. 

The economic incentive for democratization of data is the potential to unleash/create new 
markets for data, information and decision support, for billions of new consumers (users). The reward 
in the lucrative service economy model depends on harvesting the economies of scale where each user 
(market of billions) may pay one or more “pennies” (micro-payment for pay-per-use services). The risk 
in the service economy is the collection of that “penny” (per use) at the last step of the seamless service 
delivery process, if the user is satisfied with the quality of service (QoS) metrics. The plethora of partners 
necessary to create and sustain the ecosystem to deliver the seamless service is a herculean task. Sharing a 
fraction of that “penny” with the partners in the ecosystem is not a trivial challenge. If the QoS delivery 
metrics suffer due to poor performance of any one partner (component), the end-user “penny” may be 
unpaid if the QoS metric fails to reach a pre-determined value (time, duration, speed, rate, volume). The 
inability of one provider (weakest link) in the service supply chain can be financially detrimental to all 
other supply chain partners due to loss of that penny, albeit, only for that transaction (unless the partner 
has a chronic problem, then, it must be excluded from the ecosystem and the entire value network130). 
Delivery of service is a real-time convergence of operations management which includes (but is not 
limited to) multiple value chains which must integrate131 the physical supply chain and the financial 
supply chain with the service supply chain and customer relationship management (brand expectation).   

Determining the cost of execution, to deploy, the example in Figure 5, may be an effective way to 
study feasibility. By simulating models to explore “what if” scenarios, it may be possible to predict the 
potential for adoption of services in the context of various economies of scale and PAPPU models which 
could unchain the economics of technology adoption. 
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IS THIS FAUX NAÏVETÉ IN ITS PUREST DISTILLATE? 

Decision scientists must build a compass to help extract value from data. One compass will not 
suffice to guide domain-specificity. Existing tools may limp along with snail-ish advances (Figure 4) yet 
it may remain inaccessible to the masses because the tools may not be feasible for mass adoption. The 
struggle to transform data into information is still in quest of a Renaissance.  

The path from data-informed to information-informed decision remains amorphous. The grand 
“highway” from information to knowledge is still in the realm of unknown unknowns. Making sense of 
data is handicapped due to [i] an apparently insurmountable semantic barrier, [ii] scarcity of tools to 
facilitate location-aware and context-aware discovery of data at the edge or point of use, [iii] lack of 
standards and interoperability between platforms and mobile devices for data and analytics sharing. 

Users in non-OECD nations may not want to idle away while the architects of Renaissance are 
still in short supply. In the near term, it is necessary that we continue to work on dissemination of data 
which can deliver at least some value, sooner, rather than later. Decision support based on sensor data 
analytics may provide economic benefits132 and incentives, if we can share the digital dividends with the 
masses, for example, in health133 and agriculture, including every facet of food, required, daily, globally. 

Tangle, a tool134 to share sensor data using MAM135 (masked authenticated messaging) may offer 
hope. Can nano-payments for sensor data address some of the feasibility challenges136 and pave the way 
for human-centric economy of things137 using IoT as a design metaphor? SNAPS138 is a tiny step in that 
general direction: distributing low cost tools to enable data-informed decision support for less complex 
problems. Assuming the Pareto principle is working, perhaps 80% of the problems may be addressed, 
and even resolved, with simple tools to deliver solutions as a service, at the right-time, at the point of use. 

 

  
 

Figure 6 - SNAPS is one layer in a proposed analytics platform (layer cake) which consists of a portfolio 
of tools aligned with the concept of PEAS139, a mnemonic borrowed from agent-based systems (R), to 
address systems performance through convergence of percepts, environment, actuators, and sensors. (L) 
Reinforcement Learning140 (Figure 4), a machine learning technique, compared with PEAS. 
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REALITY CHECK – DATA FUSION 

 The inflated view of the sensor-based economy141 is carefully142 crafted143 to create144 new 
markets145 and momentum146 for sales147 of sensors and data services148 aimed to amplify the IoT149 hype 
to fortify the deception game. It is promoting the desired effect by spawning mass hysteria and skillfully 
obfuscating the hard facts which then paves the ground for hordes of consultants to act as “trusted 
advisors” to make sense of this “revolution” which is supposedly going to change the future of work, life 
and living. One glaring outcome of delusional150 propaganda151 is the near trillion dollar39 waste related 
to investment in technology with a failed ROI. Trillions of sensors and devices that could connect to the 
internet (basis for the cosmic scale of IoT) is due to the scale of unique identification152 made possible by 
adopting a 128-bit structure in the internet protocol. The unique address spaces in IPv6153 is 29 orders of 
magnitude higher than IPv4 if one compares154 4.3x109 address spaces for the 64-bit IPv4 versus 3.4x1038 
unique address spaces for the 128-bit IPv6. New possibilities155 and applications156 may arise due to the 
flexibility of IPv6 to directly connect to the internet (rather than sub-nesting under/via gateway nodes). 

 The difference between promise and perils in deploying the concept of IoT as a design metaphor 
is rooted in grasping the difference between connectivity, discovery and actionable insight. Just because 
something is connected does not mean value emerges, automatically, without a connected ecosystem. If a 
visitor’s tablet can discover the printer in an office and use it to print a meeting agenda, then we have 
extracted some type of value between the connectivity of the tablet and the printer, which were able to 
“discover” each other, and that discovery enabled the gain in efficiency (printing the agenda). In its basic 
form, this is an example of very simple data fusion which leads to an actionable output and provides 
“information” for the meeting attendees in terms of the printed agenda. Connecting trillions of entities 
to the internet is an exercise in futility unless discovery and data fusion enables meaningful extraction of 
data to move up the DIKW157 value chain158 where data precedes information, knowledge and wisdom. 

 

  
 

Figure 7 - PEAS, a mnemonic borrowed from agent-based systems (R), addresses systems performance 
through convergence of percepts, environment, actuators, sensors. The OODA159 loop (L) and PEAS133 
contribute to advance DIKW (data, information, knowledge, wisdom), which begins with data fusion160.  
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The PEAS paradigm resembles OODA (Figure 7) because “observations” refer to scanning 
(sensing) the environment and “orientation” informs the image of the environment by encapsulating 
both descriptive and predictive analytics (“decide” includes prescriptive analytics). The integration of 
data fusion and analytics with agent-based systems is critical in the era of IoT. The networked society 
faces a deluge161 of data yet the human ability to deal with data, analytics, and synthesis of information 
may be inefficient. How can devices discover data and facilitate processes without intervention by 
humans? Automated on/off action taken by a domestic thermostat and HVAC based on temperature 
sensors may be quite primitive when considering autonomous objects in air (UAV), land and water. 
  

Raw sensor data unless discovered and combined with “perceptions” from the environment, 
may be context-deprived and over/under utilized, which lowers the value of the data with respect to the 
desired goals. The perception from the environment is not unique but a “learning” task for the system. It 
may re-use the experience (learning), when relevant and appropriate, at a different instance (Figure 6). 
Can this “learning” become mobility-enabled and “teach” other devices, for example, by transmitting a 
tutor virion to another computer or drive or system? Can this device communicate in natural language 
and/or respond/understand the semantics in human queries? 

 

 Taken together, unleashing the value of data may require coordination of ABS (agent-based 
systems) in every facet of our interaction with machines, objects, and processes which may benefit from 
feedback. ABS is an old162 concept163 but resistant to succinct definition164 because agent activity must 
remain agile and adapt to the operating objective (PEAS) and problem context (OODA). Equation-based 
models create rigid, hard-coded software. Agent-based system design induces agility, may enable “drag 
& drop” variant configuration to adjust (on-demand) to volatility, uncertainty and ambiguity, inherent 
in most environments. In the context of democratization of data and benefits for the masses, agents can 
be highly personalized and “belong” to people, for example, personal agents, as discussed165 elsewhere, 
with respect to cybersecurity. A similar modus operandi can be adopted for other use cases where data 
fusion166 can be dynamic and composable (composed when necessary, depends on context) not only for 
use-cases but also for individual user-specific cases/applications. 

 

Table 1 – Generally, Agents are 
computational entities 
(software) designed to perform 
specific tasks, autonomously. 
Agents embedded in devices 
(sensors) may have logic 
capabilities to perform artificial 
reasoning tasks (ART) and/or 
optimization167  in multi-agent 
systems (MAS) 
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The role of software agents to “discover” and then determine which data and/or data fusion may 
be meaningful or relevant (user-specific), is an old idea, waiting to be effectively applied. Connecting 
data must be contextual. The established contextual relationship must be discovered and “understood” 
by agents or group of agents. Another old idea is to pre-establish the context based on knowledge graphs. 
The common thinking that W3C standard RDF168 (resource description framework) triples are the 
solution for knowledge graphs is incomplete. This myopia, is, in part, one reason why the semantic 
web169 failed to flourish. The brilliant idea of representing subject-predicate-object (SPO) as a relational 
RDF graph is certainly useful and applicable in many instances but the approach bites the dust when the 
reductionist 1:1 granular relationship fails to represent reality. The latter is painfully obvious, especially 
in medicine and healthcare, where the rigidity of the RDF standard structure and RDF schema may be an 
anathema. The “force-fitting” of RDF to healthcare applications170 oversimplifies scenarios to the point 
where it may, inadvertently, introduce errors, simply due to exclusion, which may prove to be fatal. 

  

One proposal suggests adapting171 RDF by creating relationships between sets/subsets (rather 
than points and vertices as in classical SPO) using the set theoretic172 approach. It is easy to grasp why 
“set” of symptoms and potential set of causes may make more sense in medicine and healthcare. The 
overlapping (Venn diagram) subset of relationships may be indicative of likely causes for symptoms. 
Generic symptoms, for example, fever, can be due to a plethora of causes and why a rigid 1:1 relationship 
in RDF could turn lethal in healthcare applications. The finer granularity of RDF is a disadvantage yet it 
is key to merging attribute lists about an entity sourced from different data sources. The latter enables 
better search and discovery across diverse domains, the hallmark of globalization of enterprise systems. 

 

An even older idea173 which is recently174 enjoying scientific175 as well as public attention176 is the 
labeled property graph (LPG). It is suitable for use cases which may be focused on providing stores for 
single applications and single organizations, such as, domain-specific denominator models (DSDM). 
LPG proponents are less committed to standardization, interoperability and sharing. It is in contrast to 
the W3C ethos and RDF which favors standardization, interoperability and sharing, which makes it 
useful in discovery using graph pattern searches. Optimization of local (domain specific) searches177 
using graph-traversal algorithms178 are better suited for property graph (PG) databases. Knowledge 
graph networks embedded between sets/subsets may give rise to amorphous “linked” clouds, which 
could be industry179 specific and may be domain specific180 as well as user specific. Imagine if data from 
each patient could be used by an automated knowledge graph engine to create precision, patient-specific 
and personalized knowledge graphs. Extracting the relationships and contextualizing the relevance of 
symptoms may influence the accuracy of diagnosis. When viewing knowledge graphs in a population 
study (epidemiology), it may be easier to detect outlier events or cases that did not fit expected patterns.      

 

Therefore, domain specific denominator models (DSDM) may be represented as a domain/user 
specific knowledge graph networks. Agents may be invaluable in working within this environment to 
discover relationships and contexts (specificity reduces search space), as well as discover data sources, 
and perhaps, based on embedded logic, decide whether the features or attributes calls for data fusion.  
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For any agent-based approach to succeed, it is critical that the agent framework and standards 
are interoperable with the knowledge graph network and the data domains where the agent is searching. 
The opposing tendencies of RDF vs LPG in terms of standardization, interoperability and sharing may 
limit agent mediated “cross-investigation” of domains, discovery and data. Therefore, it begs to question 
the expectation why one agent must perform in all domains. Perhaps, the success of agent search and 
discovery depends on semantically annotated structured data. The latter depends on ontological 
structure. W3C proposed181 OWL standard web ontology language 182 and recent variations (VOWL183) 
may contribute to interoperability. The old idea of Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI), as a 
complement to the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)184 to identify resources (to facilitate discovery) is 
a valid principle but yet to be adopted in practice. The plethora of old ideas (referred here) suggests that 
the value of these ideas may have to be revisited. This field needs new “blood” and new “eyes” to 
imagine new ways to address interoperability. But, in reality, today, on top of this wobbly incompatible 
infrastructure, we are layering the “snake oil AI” and unleashing an incorrigible torrent of half-truths. 

 

 
 
Timeline 1: Long march of graph related185 specifications. Is standardization a sufficient solution? 

 

 
Timeline 2: EU’s Elusive186 Quest for Interoperability: Is 30 years not enough? 
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“DOUBLE A” PERSPECTIVE OF DATA AND TOOLS vs THE HYPOTHETICAL POROUS PARETO (80/20) PARTITION 
 

 If combined, Africa (1+ billion) and Asia (4+ billion) approximates 75% of the world’s current 
(2019-2020) population. The corporate view of 75% of the world’s market is driven by the promise of 
new markets, new customers and new wave of consumerism. It has little to do with lifting the lives of 
people. Our discussion about the physics and mathematics of data, therefore, is a tempest in a tea cup. 
For 5+ billion people, the trial and tribulations of data and data analytics, we have discussed here, can be 
dismissed with an eye roll. It is useless for most pressing daily applications in the “double A” world.  
 

 Thus far, what we have discussed, on one hand, may be an exploration of the tessellated facets in 
our search for meaning, and on the other hand, it is a discussion which may find parallels with the “six 
blind men and the elephant” syndrome187 apparently divorced from complementarity188 or synergy. It is 
as if the outcome from 20% of the global population, relevant or not, is thrust upon the remainder of the 
world market. In 80% of the cases for 80% of the global population the daily decisions about FEWSH 
(bare necessities of life: food, energy, water, sanitation, healthcare) do not require artificial intelligence, 
machine learning algorithms or optimization of ‘state space’ for hundreds of variables. 
 

 

 
Figure 8 - Blind men and elephant. Each man guesses his own part of the elephant but blinded by hype189 
they cannot perceive the “whole” elephant. A metaphor for focus on parts, which occludes the system. 
Cartoon (bottom): penchant for decision trees by power-point rather than search for low hanging fruits. 
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In 80% of the cases for 80% of the global population the daily decisions about FEWSH require 
data, small data, data in near real time and data that only impacts and enhances the user. In that context, 
jumping up and down about democratization of data is tantamount to chest-thumping. The data in these 
use cases may be related to a subset of FEWSH (food, farm, agriculture, water, healthcare). If the tools 
are there to acquire this data, then the data is available. Therefore, is democratization really an issue? Is it 
a politically correct word that the 20% world prefers to use as a hand-waving advocacy of problems that 
are divorced from reality on the ground? Is “democratization” a “theme” song for advocacy groups in 
OECD nations who may display the symptoms of the six blind men and elephant syndrome? 
 

   
 

Figure 9 – Digital Duplicate (left), Digital Shadow190 (center), Digital Proxy (right) and Digital Twin 
(bottom) are variations of digital models of physical objects, integrated with data flow. But, do we know 
if it is meaningful for data related needs for 80% of the world? It is unlikely to be solved by Digital 
Twins191 or flamboyant gimmicks peddled by fake pundits on the pages192 of Forbes. However, the R&D 
related to these tools may trickle through the “pores” from the 20% side of the partition to the other side 
(80%) of the porous Pareto193 partition and occasionally194 may be helpful. 
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Table 2 – Availability195 of DEXA (dual energy x-ray absorptiometry) scan machines to measure bone 
mineral density (BMD), a fair prognosticator for osteoporosis. The European standard196 is 11 (DEXA) 
DXA units/million. In an updated estimate, the poorest country in EU27 offers 4 machines/million197 
whereas Bulgaria’s neighbor Greece boasts 37.5 DXA units/million. In comparison, Indonesia198 has 
only 0.13, India199 0.18 and Morocco200 0.6 DXA units/million. For the health of the people in these 
nations, how can democratization of data lower their risk of osteoporosis? Are we asking the correct 
questions? Are we pursuing the wrong reasons? Are we arm-chair analysts helping the (BMD) medical 
device industry201 accelerate their sales campaigns to AA nations? Can data provide relevant answers? 
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Table 2 offers a glimpse of one problem in healthcare. The tools to acquire the data are in short 
supply. Measuring the risk of osteoporosis is a prerequisite for prevention and treatment, if affordable. 
Arm-chair “scenarios” of medical IoT will want to connect DEXA (DXA) scan data with sales of milk 
and exposure to sunlight as a “wellness” indicator. From the “double A” perspective, it may be a futile 
“power point” exercise because milk may not be available for the age group202 generally at high risk of 
osteoporosis in the AA nations. In most parts of Africa and Asia there is an opulence of sunlight.  

 
Just because there is an “IoT” scenario, does not mean it is worthwhile or valid for users in “double 

A” nations. Just because there is data also does not result in information. Can we reduce incidence rates 
of osteoporosis simply by adding more DXA machines per capita? A recent (2013) study using seven 
national electronic healthcare records (EHR) databases revealed that Denmark (14.2 DXA units per 
million) showed age- and sex-standardized incidence rates (IRs) of hip/ femur fractures 2X higher than 
those observed in UK (8.2 DXA units/million), Netherlands (10.7 DXA units/million), and Spain (8.4 
DXA units/million), while Germany (21.1 DXA units/million) yielded IRs in the middle range.  
 

 
 

Table 3 – Plague of unethical profitability makes US pharmaceutical203 business model in healthcare an 
abomination which is inappropriate for mimicry in any part of the world. Source: Dr James Nolan204 
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CONUNDRUMS 
 

 On one extreme we have presented sophisticated ideas for making sense of data. On the other 
hand, we doubt whether the toothless call for democratization of data from the affluent 20% of the world 
can help to lift the lives of people on the other side of the porous Pareto partition (80% of the world). It is 
not a true “Pareto” scenario, but the 80/20 nature of this problem evokes the Pareto principle as an 
analogy, hence, Pareto partition. The R&D outcome of the 20% may contribute certain elements to the 
80% side. The “partition” is a metaphorical porous membrane, with bidirectional porosity, if necessary. 

 

Often, it may not be necessary. For example, is it necessary to deal with data and data models in 
this scholastic205 manner (Figure 10) for all problems? The 80/20 global partition may be prominent in 
agriculture, healthcare and energy. In case of the latter, what is the value of smart metering or load 
balancing algorithms when there isn’t enough energy, at an affordable cost, to supply the basic tenets of 
economic growth? How many farmers in the “80%” world can afford to use the drone-on-demand206 
system? Why should people from the majority sector (80%) need useless marketing tools207 when daily 
healthcare for the less fortunate can solve a myriad of problems with just-in-time little bits of data, for 
example, daily blood glucose level from a diabetic (versus the always-on real-time monitoring of blood 
glucose) or monitoring individuals for silent myocardial ischemia208, a leading contributor to death. This 
is the debate where the economics of technology and its relevance to the community are crucial issues 
which may enable adoption or disable the dissemination of technology, which could have contributed to 
economic growth, workforce development and sustainable job creation. 
 

 
Figure 10 – From monitoring an event to using the data to inform a decision, there are a plethora of 
steps209 in the standard operating procedure (SOP) for the “20%” deploying data to drive decisions. 
However, irrespective of socio-economic issues, in future, all aspects of feature selection and feature 
engineering may emerge as a pivotal or rate limiting step in dealing with diverse data sources. In this 
context, automated feature extraction and other feature related steps may be a very significant step. In 
combination, automated feature engineering and automated knowledge graph engines (see page 16) may 
usher new dimensions in data and data analytics, if automated data curation could improve data quality. 
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Figure 11 – Share of deaths, by cause (2017) percent of total deaths210. Data refers to specific cause of 
death, which is distinguished from risk211 factors for death (water and air pollution, diet, sanitation). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12 - Shifts212 in leading causes of DALYs for females, Ghana (1990-2010). The leading 20 causes 
of DALYs are ranked from top to bottom in order of the number of DALYs they contributed in 2010.                     
DALYs (Disability-adjusted life years): The sum of years lost due to premature death (YLLs, Years of life 
lost due to premature mortality) and years lived with disability (YLDs, Years of life lived with any short-
term or long-term health loss causing disability.). DALYs are also defined as years of healthy life lost. 
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 Worldwide, Africa213 accounts for 9 out of every 10 child deaths due to malaria, for 9 out of every 
10 child deaths due to AIDS, and for half of the world’s child deaths due to diarrhoeal disease and 
pneumonia. More than one billion children are severely deprived of at least one of the essential goods 
and services they require to survive, grow and develop214 - these include nutrition, water, sanitation 
facilities, access to basic health-care services, adequate shelter, education and information. As a result, 
almost 9.2 million children under-five die every year and 3.3 million babies are stillborn. Most of the 
25,000 children under five that die each day are concentrated in the world’s poorest countries in sub-
Saharan Africa and South Asia. There, the child mortality rate is 29 times greater than in industrialized 
countries: 175 deaths per 1000 children compared with 6 per 1000 in industrialized countries. 
 

 These facts (paragraph above) and Figure 12 offers a vastly contrasting view to that of data tools 
and democratization of data as essential for lifting the lives of the people living on the majority side of 
the porous Pareto partition. Simple forms of small amount of data, sufficiently informing ordinary tasks, 
may be suitable for delivery of global public goods and services to the majority of the 80% world. It is 
absolutely ludicrous to think that “big” data, AI/ML, blockchain or smarmy publicity215 stunts may help, 
in this context. What we need is the concept216 of “bit dribbling” perhaps coupled with pay-a-penny-per-
use (PAPPU) systems to help people improve their quality of life without the constant need for charity.   
 

 Technology may play a central role to reach the billions who need service but not in the form of 
business217 which is staple in the West and copied by the thoughtless Eastern schools, especially in India. 
Technical tools will generate data. The ability to use that data, judiciously, may be key to the value of 
data, for impoverished nations. Coupling social need with technical catalysts must be optimized in the 
context of the community and not according to Wired or MIT Tech Review or HBR. Advanced R&D is 
the bread and butter of progress, but the application of advanced tools must be contextual to the services 
that the community can sustain. Just because auto maker Koenigsegg claims the Agera model was built 
with a "less is more" philosophy does not mean it is the pragmatic standard of transportation suitable for 
Calcutta, India. In the realm of systems engineering courses and education, dynamic optimization (DO, 
Figure 13) illustrates a similar perspective. The principle is worth teaching, worldwide, but the practice 
must be relevant to the case. Do we all need DO in everyday life and living? Is it necessary for all types of 
edge analytics to process data using convolutional neural networks (CNN) on a mobile device or phone? 
 

 The conundrum of not applying the tools we think we have mastered is counterintuitive to the 
problem-solving ethos in the 20% world. We are ever ready to use the latest and greatest knowledge 
from the bleeding edge to derive and drive the best possible 99.99% perfection and performance. The 
quagmire of lies aside, we do have real tools which offers notable advantages. But, the volume of the 80% 
of the world and the economic handicap in these communities must be assimilated in order to change 
our thinking. The acronym KPI (key performance indicator) is for “performance” which is euphemistic 
for profit in the 20% world. It may or may not be in the best interest of the people. For 80% of the world 
perhaps KPI should stand for “key people indicator” and ascertain whether we improved lives of people.  
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 Improving lives, however, is relative to the life you aim to improve, a life with disabilities218 
versus life with social219 void are active domains in robotics. Indeed, robotics is key for the 21st century 
but the robot propaganda, written mostly by hacks220 and driven by media221 sales, is a sign of the times. 
Essential robotics and robots for tasks that are dangerous, dirty and dull (repetitive) are progressing in 
various domains.  
 

The idea of the automated robotic factory was popularized by Philip K. Dick’s fiction “Autofac” 
published222 in 1955 (Galaxy magazine). The “lights-out” automated manufacturing facility FANUC223 
(factor automated numerical control) is in operation since 2001, in Japan. But FANUC is an exception. 
Even though “lights-out” robotics made significant strides in heavy industry, it is far from the Orwellian 
scenarios promoted through chicanery224 and buffoonery225 aimed for profit from book sales by 
discombobulating the masses. In reality, the promise of robotics must be balanced with the degree of 
trust226 in automated execution, especially when humans are involved, directly. 
 

In other instances where human life is at risk (for example, transportation, manufacturing, 
mining) the trust in automated action (robot) is as good as the planning for “what ifs” when the auto 
execution goes awry. But, that is a deterministic perspective where what could go wrong is anticipated, 
albeit with some degree of uncertainty. However, if a mobile robot crashes with a holonic manufacturing 
podium, it may generate a cascade of events where the outcome may be non-deterministic. The critical 
question in such a scenario is the extent to which a non-deterministic outcome can be tolerated and the 
acceptable cost of risk despite the ‘open-ended’ uncertainty. Few can even approach to answer this/these 
questions227 because it verges on the domain of unknown unknowns.  

 

But, that may not deter simulation aficionados from pursuing stochastic (what if) models to 
capture distribution of randomness in non-deterministic outcomes. Heuristics approaches may surface 
to suggest contingency measures. This is “video gaming” of automation228 which could turn deadly in 
reality. The executive robot may be suited for “3D” tasks (dull, dirty, dangerous) but unsuitable for 
relinquishing human oversight and control if lives are at risk. However, even worse are evil acts 
perpetrated by humans to bury229 and ignore230 the failure of automation, in the pursuit of profit.   

 

Robotic tools in the 20% world are engaged in sophisticated activity which may be subjected to 
high oversight. In general, the 80% world is not a customer for such implementations in terms of mass 
consumption. Automation replacing or reorganizing jobs is not a new event (for example, auto industry) 
because technology231 shifts the cycle of jobs and with it, the economy. Rapid changes in skill sets and the 
volatility of job categories influence other domains, namely, K-16 education, training, skills development 
(capital, labor market, employment) and communication (hopefully, the truthful variety). The rate of 
change in certain ecosystems are dreadfully slow (for example, education system) whereas the evolution 
of the job market may resemble the rapid pace of bacterial growth, albeit slower than viral growth rates. 
The diffusion of robotics will take time and only if the building blocks of automation can be popularized, 
globally, in a manner that Lego blocks may have inspired young minds to compose, create and construct.  
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The 80% world can benefit from robotics, for example, by reducing global disease232 burden in 
emerging economies and developing nations. If sewer system cleaners (mostly young children who are 
flexible enough to reach cramped spaces) are replaced by robotic tools to do the “dirty” work, then the 
health risk to the young workers and public health risk to the community (from unsafe or unhygienic 
sewers) may be reduced. One must balance between improving lives versus affordable robots to perform 
such tasks. Robotics (tools) are an ally for the underserved by helping to improve lives, enabling health 
and wellness, rather than fear-mongering and flagrant deception233 how robots will replace human jobs. 

 

 
 
Figure 13 – Dynamic Optimization234 is a central component of systems engineering where applications 
of numerical methods for solution of time-varying systems are used to improve performance and 
precision of engineering design and real-time control applications, which may have a broad spectrum of 
use, for example, from optimizing the artificial pancreas to fuel cells. Principles of DO may be taught235 
worldwide but DO, systems level data science236 and Bayesian237 statistics are excellent tools yet, often, 
less useful for 80% of the tasks for 80% of the world on the other side of the porous Pareto partition. 
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REFLECTION 

 The protagonists of the “open source” movement may be dismayed by “partition” suggestion 
which does not disguise an “ours” vs “theirs” view of a divided world. It is unfortunate but necessary to 
serve as a constant thorn in our conscience and sow discomfort. The “partition” thinking originates 
from the corporate pursuit of developing a smörgåsbord of bleeding edge tools in the 20% world and 
then coerce 80% of the world to buy such products and services (“next billion users”). To add insult to 
injury, corporations from the 80% world are salivating to acquire rights to these products and bring it to 
their market (for example, Tata (TCS), TechMahindra, Wipro, Infosys, “body-shops” in India238). There 
exists a nano-cosm of people in the 80% world who could be a part of the 20% world. Because they are an 
influential minority and holds the financial power in the 80% world, they are aligning their “profit” 
objectives with the 20% world.  

This mismatch may be at the heart of this global dilemma and creates the necessity to consider 
the porous Pareto partition in terms of people and service for the end-user. People in AA nations are not 
the consumers for facial recognition software systems. The abuse239 is perpetrated by governments. 
People in the 80% world are not seeking quantum computing to process exabytes of data. People are 
seeking simple information, for example, for their health (data for blood cholesterol level) or from their 
farm (data about concentration of heavy metal contaminants in irrigation water used for fresh produce, 
such as, tomatoes). These services help people, the end user, the consumer. This discussion is about what 
science, engineering and technology businesses can do for people where the key performance indicator 
is user-centricity and human-centric240 well-being.  

This mismatch between the business to consumer (B2C) services versus the business to business 
(B2B) services is not new. The 80% world is always looking to the 20% world when planning strategic 
moves for climbing “up” the supply chain. The fact that the tools from the 80% of the world may not fit 
in the 20% world is obvious from “frugal innovation” calls241 by others. Yet, the type of imagination, 
invention242 and innovation243 from the 20% world R&D is quintessential for all and a few are immensely 
helpful in the lives of the 80% world. What may be often lost, is the translation of the advances from the 
20% world, for people-centric applications, in the 80% world. This discussion is not singing the praises 
about the investment in research that only the 20% of the world can afford to push forward because we 
know244 the facts. The world is indebted for the strides made possible due to entrepreneurial innovation 
in such havens such as Massachusetts and California. This discussion is about exposing the lies245 but not 
slowing the leaps of vision from the 20% world which may help create low cost246 tools to serve the 80% 
world. The world needs R&D from the 20% world, hence, “porous” partition may facilitate the flow of 
innovation. Not “as is” but with contextual modifications to better serve communities in the 80% world, 
at a self-sustaining cost (for example, the PAPPU model, pay-a-penny-per-use or pay-a-price-per-unit). 
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Mental health is one problem where “porosity” is most welcome because most of the world are 
affected by generic247 as well as specific issues, which contributes to economic248 drain. Inherited bipolar 
and unipolar disorders249 do not discriminate on the basis  of race, color, religion or national origin. The 
neurochemical, neuroendocrine and autonomic abnormalities associated with these disorders need 
biomedical research to elucidate the neurobiological basis of these diseases. The latter is not feasible for 
the 80% world. Harvesting data250 from external symptoms and pattern analysis251 may offer a low-cost 
substitute, to inform the nature of treatment required. People in the 80% world may find it useful.  

However, this discussion is not a to-do list. It is not a roadmap. It may be a compass, oscillating 
asynchronously from esoteric thoughts to bare necessities. We are immersed in this duality. One cannot 
exist without the other. The role of the “partition” is to help focus on the issues that are unique to the 
environment and community that we wish to serve. It is not a partition of R&D or people or products 
but a partition for delivery of service.  

The idea of democratization of data is a bit buzzy but gimmicks are key to marketing. August 
institutions, including MIT, are complicit in sponsoring potentially puffy pieces to keep the hype252 alive. 
But, the fact remains that enabling data to inform decision is a bedrock of measurement, central to all, 
irrespective of economic status. The porous Pareto partition is a catalyst to focus on services for the 80% 
world, where less could be more and serves our sense of égalité. 

Dribbling a bit of data to inform a person that her respiratory rate (RR) is fluctuating, too often, 
may be a preventative measure (think of the proverb a stich in time saves nine). Informing the person 
that her RR data is not copasetic, may reduce future morbidity due to COPD (chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease). Providing data and information may be without impact on the quality of life in the 
absence of follow-up (clinic). In terms of data and information, alone, by enabling something simple and 
even mundane, the people-centric application of technology and data, preferably at the edge253 (point of 
use), may help to do more, with less. Unbeknownst to us, we are attempting to use the pillars of science, 
engineering, data, information and knowledge to build bridges which may serve as a platform to provide 
service to billions of users. Rather than gilding the lily we are offering a “bare bones” bridge which serves 
a rudimentary purpose and still may exclude a few. The volume and demand for such low cost services 
[pay-a-penny-per-use (PAPPU) service business] may also be profitable for the business ecosystem.  

Supporting a sustainable effort, to lift the quality of life, will depend on the extent of the product 
ecosystem and many other “things” in addition to technical and sensor data (see “disclaimer”) as well as 
the cohesion of the service supply chain. Socio-economic data254 and related factors are equally significant. 
Core elements are education of women255 and trust256 in women, followed by civic honesty257, social 
value258 as well as inculcating the practice of ethical profitability in social business and entrepreneurial 
innovation to accelerate the pace of creating pragmatic tools and solutions for remediable259 injustices. 
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DISCLAIMER – THE ILLUSION OF DATA, DELUSION OF BIG DATA AND THE ABSENCE OF INTELLIGENCE IN AI 

 Neither data nor AI260 is a panacea. The acquisition of data and analysis of data is not a 
guarantee that there is information in the data or that the information is actionable in terms of delivering 
value for the user. This essay about data in its various forms is not the life-blood but a contributor. 
Global public goods that define “life-blood” are food, energy, water, sanitation and healthcare 
(FEWSH). Separately, and in combination, the 80% world need advanced and affordable array of tools 
and technologies to leapfrog the conventional practices of FEWSH in the 20% world. 

In this context energy is the rate limiting entity and in a “tie” with food and water, in terms of 
human existence and life. The “hand-me-downs” from the 20% world of energy may not be sustainable 
and perhaps not even good. Perhaps the Sahara Desert may be a source of energy for creating a global 
“battery” - an idea261 triggered by an 1877262 proposal, in a different context (it was, too, subjected to 
misrepresentation263 and mockery264). Whether this is a “good” idea or not is not exclusively a matter of 
technological feasibility of implementation or transaction cost of service delivery. The question is, if it is 
good for people. Global public goods are a matter of context for the community as well as the continent. 
Exploring the cleavage between entrepreneurial engineering innovation and complexities of social 
egalitarianism requires willingness to recognize, and adapt, among many different conceptions of a sense 
of the future. Not the future deemed appropriate by the 20% world experts. The future is non-linear. 

 

Figure 14 – The trinity of imagination, invention and innovation is central for the 80% world to leapfrog 
the dead weight of old technology and conventional wisdom from the 20% world. Nanoenzyme-microbe 
interaction for clean and affordable bio-electrofuel production (Fig 1 from Singh et al [ref 271]).  
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It may be a non-binary future with multiple paths and unequal connectivity between amorphous 
nexus of networks representing non-linear choices, aspirations and outcomes. “Good” decisions are 
relative to that mix which defies definition yet works as a catalyst for economic rejuvenation. Even this 
type of “good” will (must) change with time and culture because no one version of good can fit all the 
world265. A binary outcome, with exceptions, must not be confused with binary decision making because 
a plethora of non-binary factors can influence the outcome, which may appear as a simple output. 

An oversimplified and cherubic example of the latter may resonate with residents of the Boston 
area. The choice between Mike’s266 and Modern267, famed confectioners located almost opposite each 
other on Hanover Street in Boston’s North End, is far from binary. The filling in the cannoli, taste of java 
and the length of the queue, are factored in the decision-making process, which generally presents itself 
cloaked in a binary-esque outcome. 

 Thus, the creativity and imagination necessary from science, engineering, technology and 
medicine (STEM) to address FEWSH must extract solutions sustainable under economic constraints. 
They will vary in their need to connect a few or many ‘dots’ to inform the solution delivery system. It is 
true “porosity” may contribute to solutions in the 80% world, and perhaps, less is more, but it will be 
remiss to leave the reader with the impression that invention/innovation may have to take a second place 
in the 80% world. In some cases, the latter rings true. In most instances we must seek out-of-the-world or 
counterintuitive ideas268 and blend it with incisive insight. Far reaching convergence of bio, nano, info 
and eco269 is not an alternative but an imperative to stitch practical solutions, which can satisfy, survive, 
and surpass, the criteria dictated by the economics of technology and technology policy270, which may be 
necessary to transform grand visions271 into everyday reality (and uncover new272 tools, in the process).  

But “grand visions” are often manufactured273 as incremental mediocrity. Patents for using 
quantum274 computing275 are as absurd as the use of “cognitive” and the accompanying belligerence276 in 
marketing. Those who throw around the term “cognition” may not have consulted a credible expert277 
or explored its meaning/definition {cognition [n] mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and 
understanding through thought, experience, and the senses}. Neither neurology nor modern 
computational neuroscience comprehends the combined electrochemical, cellular and molecular nature 
of what it may mean to “acquire knowledge” by animals or humans. Any model, equation, algorithm or 
hand-waving is simply false if it claims anything more than a vague impression of what “acquire 
knowledge” may mean. The other key words in the definition (thought, experience) are at depths we do 
not even dare to know how to measure. The mindless drivel that we can decipher “processes” because of 
functional nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI “activation” maps of real time blood flow) are 
constrained by spatio-temporal resolution and limited ability of fMRI278 to reliably detect functional 
activation. At the current state of instrumentation, resolution is inversely proportional to the ability to 
detect functional activation. Optimizing both is essential before fMRI data may be considered precise.   
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The infinite absurdity cryptic in the claims about cognition, learning, experience and thought 
is neither coloured by cognitive dissonance nor a figment of our uninformed imagination. Table 4279 
captures the duration of so-called “deep learning” training over “days” on a TPU280 (tensor processing 
unit) scale with vast amounts of data (GB) only to generate undifferentiated281 rubbish. By comparing 
row number 1 vs 10 (bottom), the scores of the relevant match (#1, 0.892) between learning (saved 
query) vs challenge (new query) is unimpressively different (#10, 0.765). In other words, according to 
Google BERT, after several days of “deep learning” “Blah blah blah blah” when challenged with the 
query “Does this integrate with gmail?” generates 0.765, suggesting 76.5% similarity between the two. 

 

 

 
 

Table 4 – Google BERT thinks “blah blah blah” is 76.5% similar to “Does this integrate with gmail?” 
The laughable outcome is not at all surprising despite the hordes of brilliant scientists working to 
create tools (RNet, XLNet, ELMo, BERT, ALBERT, DILBERT, ROBERTA) over the past 20 years 
because it is gnarly to capture semantics of language which has evolved over the past 200,000 years.    
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 The much-ballyhooed context-awareness of ELMo282, BERT283, and its cousin ALBERT284, due 
to permutations and combinations of including masked language model (MLM) and next sentence 
prediction (NSP), is left in the dust, based on examples in Table 4. Except for those feigning ignorance 
and blind-to-reason-fanatics, observers may not be incorrect in thinking that throwing data (please see 
“Data” row in the upper part of Table 4) or using generic high volume of data for training (BERT 
claims to use “Wikipedia” in column 1 row 4) is ineffective. To be effective, these tools (ELMo, BERT, 
ALBERT, DILBERT, ROBERTA, etc) must use training data relevant to the context of target (search). 
Context-awareness in the absence of data curation is as fake as claiming that a marble bowl is made of 
gold. Nevertheless, these advances in search techniques are immense strides285 but the tools still aren’t 
“intelligent” but dumb as doorknobs. The doorknob does not turn unless one turns it or actuates it, 
manually or mechanically. Wikipedia as an experimental control is a plausible idea. Using curated data 
for training (ANN) may improve accuracy of search and better guide informed users to extract notions 
of connections and relationships with BERT-esque tools as supplementary aids (Tshitoyan et al286 
provides supporting evidence, Table 5). These tools are of limited value for non-mission critical 
applications, for example, recommendations (movies, books, restaurants), weather for entertainment 
(IBM’s Weather Channel) and fault tolerant uses (open garage door, on/off sprinklers). Non-essential 
human-centric uses (congestion routing, temperature control, voice message to email) may qualify if 
the outcome is almost correct in 80% of the cases. Actual use with humans-in-the-loop (healthcare, 
emergency response, security) may be scuppered if based on any credible risk versus reward analytics, 
except for offering non-binding and non-executable suggestions or alerts for human decision makers. 

 

 
 

Table 5 (from Tshitoyan et al Extended Data Table 4) – Analogy scores (%) for materials science versus 
‘grammar’ from different sources. Training using Wikipedia for – metals – is grammatically rich (>72%) 
but content poor even when using select Wikipedia for materials (2.2% analogy). The smallest corpus 
(290M words) used for training using continuous bag of words (CBOW) offers the best performance 
(48.9%) on materials-related analogies when curated for “relevant” abstracts. The best performance for 
grammar may turn out to be profitable by enabling ELMo, BERT, ALBERT, ROBERTA and DILBERT 
(DistilBERT) to be the voices of artificial trainers for the standardized twaddle marketed with impunity 
and known as Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). The contextual enrichment in this table is 
similar to the example of enrichment shown in Figure 16, suggesting the need for relevance / curation.  
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 The paramount significance of curated contextual data in training any model (including ANNs, 
artificial neural networks) cannot be overemphasized. Individuals and institutions in possession of less 
than lofty ideals may revert to trickery in an attempt to sow doubt or discombobulate or disqualify the 
type of outcomes, for example, presented in Table 5. It is the age-old deception due to over-fitting287 
which can be also applied to ANN during training and the “fit” may be driven to precision using tools 
such as recursive feature addition288 (RFA). For readers seeking a simpler analogy may wish to re-visit 
what we discussed as the “force-fitting” of RDF to healthcare applications (reference 170). The erudition 
necessary to train ANN with curated data is not easily gleaned from a cursory review. Extensive perusal 
of scholastic research289 begins to reveal a few of the minutiae with respect to the nature of the domain 
specific data and the context of data curation (see sections 3 and 4 in Nandy et al, reference 289) that 
forms the bulk of the preparatory work based on rigor and strength of broad spectrum290 knowledge. In 
an earlier section we referred to domain specific models in a “macro” sense (pages 9-10) whereas the 
domain specificity of this example (Nandy et al) is at the molecular (atomic and/or sub-atomic) scale.  
 

 

Table 6 – Even after extensive training using 
precision data enriched for features using RFA, 
it is not surprising when gross errors are found 
in the outcome (analysis). Figure 7 (from page 
13981 in Nandy et al) is one example how 
artificial neural networks (ANN) used in 
machine learning (ML) exercises and analytics 

generate erroneous results. ΔEg data (LEFT) 

shows ANN error (0.09 eV) with respect to 
DFT (density functional theory291) in a singlet 
[Co(NH2CH3)6]3+ transition metal complex.  

 

(Right) Data shows large ANN error (−4.91 eV) with respect to DFT for a quintet [Mn(HNNH)6]3+ 
transition metal complex. The quintet [Mn(HNNH)6]3+ complex highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) level is underestimated by 4.9 eV, which is almost double the mean absolute error (MAE). This 

ANN was specifically trained using ΔEg data models on a set of 64 octahedral homoleptic complexes 

(OH64). The discrepancy (ANN error) is significant because frontier molecular orbital energetics 
provide essential insight into chemical reactivity and dictate optical and electronic properties. Small 
errors could make an immense difference in terms of chemistry of the transition metal complex. In this 
illustration, the metals are shown as spheres and coordinating atoms as sticks (C atoms, gray; N atoms, 
blue; H atoms, white). If your healthcare diagnosis and treatment was based on such an ANN outcome, 
would you trust, accept and abide by the direction of the treatment suggested by such results? If this 
outcome is based on data from your electronic health records (EHR) which is known to be erroneous, 
would you trust poor data quality to inform a poorly performing ANN engine to design your healthcare? 
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The third piece of evidence that also dispels the marketing myths of AI in favor of viewing 
through the lens of artificial reasoning tools (ART, referring to ANN, CNN, RNN, DL, RL), is another 
variety of neural network292 with credible capabilities. MPNN293 (message passing neural network) for 
molecules294 is a tool295 to unleash data296 for human-centric applications in health and medicine. This 
example centers on uncovering and repurposing a previously known molecule as an antibiotic297 using a 
plethora of tools including MPNN and collectively referred to as deep learning (DL). This paper (297) by 
Stokes et al and the two other papers by Tshitoyan et al as well as Nandy et al, emphasize data curation 
and learning, without once mentioning the term AI or “artificial intelligence” in any shape or form in 
the scientific papers. Unfortunately, the marketing and news item298, as expected, did not shy away from 
fake sensationalism to bolster the false appeal of AI.   

 

The learning that generated the antibiotic (renamed Halicin), is nauseatingly detailed and the 
training (MPNN) was excruciatingly structured, optimized and re-optimized (using hyperparameter299 
optimization). The old idea of ensembling300 was applied to improve outcomes in silico but predictions 
were biologically tested through rigorous experiments. Even after repeated steps to minimize errors, the 
authors (reference 297) remain cognizant of the pitfalls: “It is important to emphasize that machine 
learning is imperfect. Therefore, the success of deep neural network model-guided antibiotic discovery rests 
heavily on the coupling of these approaches to appropriate experimental designs.” (Stokes et al, page 698) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 15 – Training a neural network to recognize molecules relies on the fact that every molecule may 
be represented as a graph (or a collage of connected graphs, eliciting the idea of a knowledge graph). The 
water molecule may be viewed as a graph with oxygen (O) as the node (vertex). Bonds between oxygen 
and hydrogen (O–H) serves as the “side” or edge. Most molecule (within reason) may be transformed to 
a molecular graph and is at the heart of MPNN training to recognize different types of molecules. Then, 
the trained neural network, MPNN, is used to search for similar or dissimilar molecules in a repository.   
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A curated set of 2335 molecules were used as the training set for new antibiotic molecules. The 
2335 training data set were chosen, including FDA library of 1,760 molecules pre-selected based on their 
ability to inhibit microbial (E. coli BW25113) growth. In other words, molecules with structure and 
function known to possess anti-microbial activity. Training MPNN with this data set enables the neural 
network to learn the structures in order to select similar (or dissimilar) structures from a larger library of 
structures. The expectation is that when a “challenge” library is presented to the MPNN, the degree of 
similarity or dissimilarity, in terms of the output from the MPNN, can be tuned by modifying selection 
parameters. For example, using prediction scores (PS) to categorize molecules from a larger library (in 
this case, the ZINC database with ~1.5 billion molecules). By selecting higher PS value (>0.7, >0.8, >0.9), 
the outcome is “enriched” and a sub-set of molecules (in this case, 107,347,223, reductionism at work ) 
is further subjected to other selection criteria, for example, nearest neighbor analysis (Tanimoto score). 
Finally, potential molecules (in this case, 23) are biologically screened (microbial assay) to identify the 
“new” antibiotic candidate(s). One such candidate is Halicin (Stokes et al), previously identified as the  
c-Jun N-terminal kinase inhibitor SU3327 and re-discovered as a broad-spectrum antibiotic, re-named 
Halicin but still the same molecule as SU3227, albeit repurposed, based on function. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 16 – Potential candidates (8 molecules) from ZINC database (structures on the left) were scored 
using nearest neighbor (NN) analysis (yellow circles, bottom right). NN is based on principles derived a 
thousand years ago301 (circa 1030). Data is curated at successive steps by enriching for context (selecting 
higher prediction scores, PS, top right) in a manner similar to Table 5 (wikipedia vs relevant abstracts). 
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 In combination, these three examples offers preliminary evidence that artificial reasoning tools 
(ART) such as ANN, MPNN, DL (deep learning), RL (reinforcement learning), etc. are excellent tools. 
However, ART and related tools are not intelligent, they do not self-operate and the outcome is solely 
due to the skill and sophistication of the human operators. The steps must be designed with cautious 
intellectual strategy embracing the breadth of diverse knowledge, often dismissed by many institutions. 
Execution demands depth of erudition and incisive foresight to weigh the pros and cons of the criteria 
used to assess the quality of curated data prior to commencing training neural networks with such data.  
 

 It is essential to learn the meaning of context in order to sufficiently inform the “artificial” part of 
ART. Models and patterns are like chicken playing tic-tac-toe302 without context and semantics. Human 
knowledge to equip ART is almost impossible to transfer because we do not have a clue how to abstract 
continuous knowledge and use discrete processes to build it into an artificial system. Hence, ART may 
not “possess” an internal model of the external world. The immense variability in terms of features and 
which features may be relevant in which environment makes it difficult to model a state by claiming that 
feature selection will address all relevant and discrete contexts that the item or object may experience. 
Even if feature engineering was automated to levels of precision continuity that could encapsulate all 
possible permutations and combinations of the behavior of an entity or object, the model may be 
inadequate in the hands of different users who may not feature in the feature catalog, without bias. It is 
not trivial yet not impossible to model behavior and optimize for some features in a retail environment 
(for example, who may shop at Whole Foods, who may return to Andronico’s versus Mollie Stone’s).   
 

If reason could inform common sense then one may prefer ART over AI and the observe the 
value of reasoning in machine learning techniques using neural networks. Neural networks and machine 
learning tools are amplifying, modifying and regurgitating whatever humans have programmed into the 
tool. It cannot learn beyond the range of data or information provided, until humans decide to change, 
adjust or add/subtract parameters/attributes which will influence the learning and the output from ART. 
The obstreperous zeal to move away from the misnomer of modern303 AI304 and adopt ART as a generic 
term may be a back to the future moment for rule-based305 expert systems306 and principles307 but 
coupled with new ML tools308. Marketing panders to creators of unstructured data but the zettabytes of 
data anarchy occasionally offers value irrespective of the clamor for general AI or ambient AI or intuitive 
AI or cognitive AI. Isn’t it possible to deliver value using ART?  

 

But, does the acronym matter? Perhaps only to a few (or less). AI is a false trigger for technology 
transitions309 but it is cheaper310 and cheaper311 to promote. It is  profitable for conference organizers, 
narcissistic speakers, greedy social gurus and other forms of eejits. Irresponsible computation may be 
draining the energy312 economy yet the marketing world is oblivious to the grave socio-economic 
incongruencies in terms of the thermodynamics313 of computation, which is absent from daily 
discussions. Perpetrating the myth of intelligence in AI is a moral anathema. ART lacks the cachet and 
panache, but promotes the rational idea of learning tools, which are, and will be, helpful for society. 
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The state of artificial learning is analogous to receiving a map of the world on a postage stamp 
and expect the bearer of the map (stamp) to arrive at 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA, using 
that postage-stamp-sized map as the only guide. Neurologists shudder314 at AI, the public are ignorant of 
the evidence of sham (Tables 4-6 and Figure 16) while marketing accelerates the “show” over substance. 
Sensationalism amplifies attention and siphon funds away from real world issues, making it harder for 
elements of FEWSH315 to move forward, for the 80% world. The task ahead is to be creative, more than 
expected, and avoid the oxymoronic implementation of innovation as usual. Dynamic combinations316 
and cross-pollination of counterintuitive connections may be worth exploring317 to find many different 
ways to lift billions of boats, not just a few yachts. Future needs égalitarian resistance to our “default” 
state of society where we allow, acquiesce and accept greed318 as a price and penalty we pay for progress.    

 

 

Figure 17 – Is GINI coefficient319 a non-stationary end-goal for economic redistribution through ethical 
social entrepreneurial innovation? Nearly a billion320 people321 defecate outdoors (percent of population 
who are forced to defecate outdoors). It appears that the pay-a-penny-per-unit (PAPPU) model could 
rake in billions if managed sanitation services were developed as a business. If a billion people paid one 
penny (US) per use per day for their “leased” sanitation service (at home) then the global gross earning 
for pay-per-use sanitation may be US$3.65 billion annually, an indication of earnings potential and 
wealth from the business of the poor. The primary assumption is that the individual will choose to pay 
one penny per day even if their income is only $2 per day (lowest per capita average earnings). This 
social business model depends on different domains322 of infrastructure necessary to offer home 
sanitation as an e-commerce323 service. The return on investment will be realized gradually because 
earnings will not be US$3.65 billion in the first year. Is the inclination to invest, and wait, too much to 
expect from global organizations which could help facilitate delivery of global public goods? 
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Figure 18 – Publications in peer-reviewed journals (2018).  Face-saving feel-good false positives? 
Propaganda324 (does not exclude scientists325) masks facts326 and analyses, by ignoring the quality of 
publications, citations and investment in R&D (% GDP). Dubious research327 output tarnishes the image 
and publications. Are we pointing fingers at a quarter (25.98% = 20.67% + 5.31%) of the global share? 

 

 

Photograph 0 – GINI coefficient gone awry? Vast slums, adjacent to high rise residential buildings in a 
section of Mumbai (photograph by Prashant Waydande328), contradicts the notion that India may be an 
emerging leader in credible scientific research329 (Figure 18). Are these a few symptoms stemming from 
grave gender bias, discrimination330 against females and inequity of women in science and society? 
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PERSONAL END NOTE 
 

Thoughtful readers have asked about the audience331 that this essay intends to reach. I am unable 
to answer. This essay flows from convergence of a broad spectrum of chatter. Certain segments originate 
from personal observations and others are a mix of intent, content, context and relevance from social 
network of users as well as decision makers332. Most people prefer focus and a take home message. The 
former is less obvious but the latter is less unclear from the cartoon at the bottom of this page. It may be 
uninteresting for most adults to read about an array of haphazard realities, an extrapolation from my 
exchanges (or lack thereof) with a few hundred selected professionals in academia and industry. But, 
what is more painful is the absence of engagement with young minds and students. Isn’t it tragic to be 
young and cynical? Has the person gone from knowing little to exploring even less? Ruminations in this 
essay may not reach more than a few people. The fabric of this essay was spun with many threads, not all 
of them are digital. To arrive at the conjectures in this essay consumed part of my life in their acquisition 
and formation, irrespective of the fact that they be incorrect, flippant, vacant or just rubbish. Thus, one 
may conclude, perhaps the essay exposes my stupidity333, perhaps it is  irrelevant and serves no real 
purpose, perhaps it is a tale334, told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. 

 
 

Les savants des autres nations, à qui nous avons 
donné l'exemple, ont cru avec raison qu'ils 
écriraient encore mieux dans leur langue que 
dans la nôtre. L'Angleterre nous a donc imités; 
l'Allemagne, où le latin semblait s'être réfugié, 
commence insensiblement à en perdre l'usage; je 
ne doute pas qu'elle ne soit bientôt suivie 
par les Suédois, les Danois et les Russes. Ainsi, 
avant la fin du dix-huitième siècle, un philosophe 
qui voudra s'instruire à fond des découvertes de 
ses prédécesseurs, sera contraint île charger sa 
mémoire de sept à huit langues différentes, et. 
après avoir consume à les apprendre le temps le 
plus précieux de sa vie, il mourra avant de 
commencer à s'instruire.335 

The scholars of other nations, to whom we have 
provided an example, believed with reason that 
they would write even better in their language 
than in ours. England has thus imitated us; 
Germany, where Latin seems to have taken 
refuge, begins insensibly to lose the use of it: I do 
not doubt that it will soon be followed by the 
Swedes, the Danes and the Russians. Thus, before 
the end of the 18th century, a philosopher who 
would like to instruct himself about his 
predecessor’s discoveries will be required to load 
his memory with 7 to 8 different languages; and 
after having consumed the most precious time of 
his life in acquiring them, he will die before 
having begun to instruct himself.336 
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IN CONCLUSION – THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF P3 – IS IN NEED OF PEOPLE WHO ARE TRUE LEADERS 
  

 Concluding sections ought to be labeled “temporary” because we are perpetually immersed in 
an ocean of unknown unknowns. This essay and our discussion is not an exception. Nevertheless, it will 
be remiss to leave the discussion without an attempt to share clues with entrepreneurial innovators who 
may be interested in social businesses and, in parallel, the pursuit of ethical profitability. Perusal of the 
PDF documents “Practice of P3” will reveal a broader context and perhaps a few ideas related to food 
and water (01FW), healthcare (02H) and energy (03E) - https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/123984 
 

 As the name implies, social businesses are “businesses” and not academic experiments or lab 
projects. The convergence of concepts, tools and technologies necessary to deliver the business of social 
business is not trivial and the most important element is that of leadership. Convergence implies that 
collaboration between domains rich in ideas, integration and implementation are, more or less, essential 
for end-to-end service delivery. No one business can synthesize the entire tapestry required to deliver a 
certain quality of service. Each business (and academic partners) must contribute to the ecosystem and 
relinquish certain elements of control the business executives assume. The service delivery ecosystem is 
comprised of many types of businesses and some may be inclined to conclude that they are the “pillars” 
in this new process. Too often one forgets that pillars are useless unless we can build bridges over pillars. 
This forgetfulness is buoyed by hubris, mostly at the CxO level, where individuals designated “chief 
officers” are ill-equipped to navigate the paradigm shift to service delivery. In particular, people who are 
CTO or CSO or CIO or CDO may think that they possess all the tools and resources to provide what is 
best. They may know what is best for their domain or company but it may not be the same as what is 
best for the end user in the ecosystem and the service supply chain partners in the delivery network.     
 

 The CxO roles must evolve to keep pace with emerging spectrum of models where products are 
pariahs and service is the new slogan. Management roles ought to change (CEO, COO, CFO). Urgent 
changes are overdue for CTO, CSO, CIO, CDO roles (excludes people who maintain IT plumbing). In 
the world of the “outcome economy” selling a trainer or a sneaker is no longer the end point. The trainer 
or sneaker is now a “service” where the consumer pays for duration of the service (life cycle) provided 
by the trainer or sneaker. It may seem tad obsequious but the service economy is here to stay, especially 
for the 80% world. The nano-fee pay-a-penny-per-use (PAPPU) model may unlock markets of billions 
who may have non-zero amounts of disposable income. Wealth of the poor may fuel ethical profitability 
for social business by tapping into markets of the next billion users. Current shades of ‘western’ business 
ethos, roles and models are unlikely to serve as pillars for the bridge to the future of service economies. 
The insurmountable resistance to reducing western business barriers is comparable to the resistance 
from the American Medical Association to universal healthcare. However, exceptions may be found in 
cases where the CEO or CTO is/are the primary inventors (creating start-ups). The question for them is 
whether can they successfully and seamlessly integrate their contribution with the service supply chain.  
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 In general, one of many errors in the current CxO model is the focus on specialization, which is 
highly relevant to CTO, CSO, CIO, CDO, because the company values the skills the person contributes. 
While that skill is certainly useful and valuable to a segment of the business, it may be less applicable  
when that skill is only a part of the solution. The outcome economy does not care if the CTO is skilled in 
millimeter wavelets or the CDO is an expert in backpropagation algorithms. The delivery of value at the 
end of the tunnel is not about a skill, but a synergistic integration of a variety of skills, most of which may 
be missing in any one person and in any one company. The idea of a generalist gently rises to the surface. 
 

 The future is about fusion. The rate limiting nodes are due to the nature of the CxO roles who 
are, traditionally, pefer to drown in their own knowledge, even if the facts are out of sync. The new world 
CxO roles may emphasize coordination and cross-pollination. The CxO must be a dyamic node who can 
connect the company to access knowledge as well as resources from a wide cross-section of academic, 
industry and government sources, depending on the case. This is important, immediately, to CTO, CSO, 
CIO, CDO roles because of the complex and inextricably linked dependencies, at the core of service 
delivery solutions. This change is not only for social businesses but for every business, especially small 
and medium businesses, where resources are limited yet the solutions demand increasing degrees of 
sophistication. This change is neither a silver bullet nor is it fitting for all intents and purposes. 
 

 Part of the disconnect, in Fortune 500 type companies, may be related to the salaries of CxO’s. 
For example, if a half-million-dollar CTO seeks outside help for a project, the CEO may wonder why the 
company should yet again pay for external experts when it has already paid half-million for the “know-
it-all” CTO. The depth of the in-house talent may be inadequate. At the end, a half-baked outcome is 
served to the customer, who is brain-washed to believe that the innovation delivered exceed all others. 
 

 For human resources, hiring a CTO,CSO, CIO, CDO as a “learn-it-all” node for knowledge 
connectivity may be heretic. The constant need for creating liaison may be unacceptable. Most CxO 
individuals may not have the correct network or may not know who knows what, where. Composing 
and re-composing solution teams through agile combinations of internal and external relationships are 
rarely in practice. Yet, it is the latter that is poised to deliver exponential value, if explored. Few leaders 
have the incisive foresight to lead beyond their comfort zone. Even fewer possess the courage to take the 
road less travelled. The system appears to reward the risk-averse managers (albeit, with exceptions). 
 

 Businesses will benefit from people/nodes of connectivity who can act as coordinators. Social 
businesses who aim to be profitable will require immense connectivity. Coordination must be the daily 
mantra. Perusal of “Practice of P3” will reveal that trans-disciplinarity is the norm. The definition of 
CxO roles must be deconstructed and reconstructed as an amalgam of parts, if we are serious about 
service delivery of global public goods, for example, food, water (01FW), healthcare (02H) and energy 
(03E) - the crucial elements of our haphazard reality (https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/123984). 
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 Market proponents of AI are individuals 

who blather about neural networks of 

which they know little, to solve problems 

using learning tools which they know less, 

for the society of human beings of whom 

they know nothing.  

 

(Adapted from “Les médecins 

administrent des médicaments dont ils 

savent très peu, à des malades dont ils 

savent moins, pour guérir des maladies 

dont ils ne savent rien” – Voltaire337)  

 

(Doctors are men who prescribe medicines 

of which they know little, to cure diseases of 

which they know less, in human beings of 

whom they know nothing.) 
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